KING GEORGE COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AND PLANNING COMMISSION
JOINT WORK SESSION
Wednesday, September 15, 2021
6:00 p.m.
Revercomb Board Room

AGENDA

1. Call to Order, Board of Supervisors

2. Call to Order, Planning Commission

3. Amendments to the Agenda

4. Public Comment

5. Presentation by The Berkley Group
6. Adjourn Planning Commission to Tuesday, October 12th at 7:00 pm in the Board
Room
7. Adjourn Board of Supervisors to Tuesday, September 21st at 6:30 pm in the Board
Room

King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Joint Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission Kickoff
Agenda
Project Overview
King George County has enlisted the support of the Berkley Group to update, modernize, and restructure the Zoning
and Subdivision ordinances into one seamless regulatory document. The revised zoning and subdivision ordinance will:
-

Provide streamlined and user-friendly regulations;

-

Incorporate best planning practices and current state code requirements;

-

Address the goals and strategies identified in the Comprehensive Plan; and

-

Consider citizen needs and issues identified through the public engagement process.

This process will be guided by King George County staff and Planning Commission and will include opportunities for input
from the Board of Supervisors, stakeholders, and citizens. Tonight’s meeting is intended to introduce the project and
collect feedback and preliminary direction on key issues, concerns, and areas of focus. Time will also be provided to
review the Land Use Policy Evaluation Report and draft public survey.
Agenda
1. Berkley Group Presentation:
a. Project Overview & Schedule
b. Project Intent
c. Ordinance Purpose and Content
d. Comprehensive Plan Goals Prioritization
e. Land Use Ordinance Evaluation report and diagnostics
f.

Public Engagement Plan

g. Next Steps
h. Discussion
2. Discussion
a. Attachment A, Land Use Ordinance Evaluation report and diagnostics
b. Attachment B, Stakeholder Questions
c. Attachment C, Public Survey Questions
3. Questions & Closing
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Joint Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission Kickoff
Agenda
Schedule & Next Steps
The project schedule below indicates major tasks and the target month of completion.

A1 Project Management
A2 Kick-off Meeting with Staff
A3 Document Review & Diagnostic
A

A4 Public Survey
A5 Joint Public Officials Meeting

B

C

X

A6 Public Input Workshop (Up to 2)

X

A7 Stakeholder Listening Sessions (up to 4)

X

B1

PC Work Sessions (up to 8)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

B2-12 Drafting
C1

Public Review & Open House

C2

Pre-Adoption Work Session (up to 2)

C3

Incorporate Final Revisions

C4

PC Public Hearing

C5

BOS Public Hearing

C6

Post-Adoption Materials

X

X
X
Note: X indicates anticipated in-person meeting
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Overview King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation
This report identifies actions
King George County should
consider taking to strengthen the Zoning and Subdivision
Ordinances and ensure compliance with the Code of Virginia requirements. Specific
actions are also recommended to improve the consistency,
clarity, and completeness of
the ordinances.
These recommended changes will improve the ability of
public officials, citizens, and
other stakeholders to better
understand, administer, and
use these ordinances.

Purpose and Scope
Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances are the key tools localities use to regulate the use, development, and
subdivision of land. To prepare King George County for its upcoming ordinance update, this evaluation
examines King George County’s land use ordinances for compliance with the Code of Virginia and other
best practices.
The Berkley Group, a Virginia-based local government consulting firm, completed this assessment,
which included the following tasks:
1. Analyze the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances of the Code of the County of King George for
compliance with the Code of Virginia and best practices.
2. Analyze the Zoning Ordinance for compliance with the Code of Virginia’s Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Act requirements.
3. Provide best practice recommendations, along with recommendations for alignment with applicable
County policy documents, including the Comprehensive Plan.
4. Incorporate known ordinance strengths and weaknesses as provided by King George County staff
knowledgeable with the zoning and subdivision regulations.

Process
The project began with a kick-off meeting with King
George County staff to discuss broad community
goals and specific issues with the County’s current
ordinances. This meeting was followed by a
comprehensive review of King George County’s
Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances to assess how
each of these land use ordinances comply with
the requirements of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning and Subdivision ordinances were
reviewed for compliance with Code of Virginia
Chapter 22: Planning, Subdivision of Land
and Zoning. Each ordinance was assessed for
compliance with each pertinent Code of Virginia

section and analyzed for potential improvements
to structure and content. The Zoning Ordinance
was also reviewed specifically to determine
compliance with Administrative Code Chapter
830: Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area
Designation and Management Regulations.
Additionally, a broad review of King George
County’s current Comprehensive Plan identified
opportunities to implement policies and
strategies through the zoning and subdivision
ordinance update. These diagnostic matrices are
included in the appendices of this report for easy
reference and examination.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation Overview
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Zoning Ordinance
Diagnostic Matrix

+
Subdivision Ordinance
Diagnostic Matrix

+
CBPA Requirements
Diagnostic Matrix

+

Comprehensive Plan
Diagnostic Matrix

=
Final Report
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Key Findings

King George County’s land
use ordinances should be
revised to reflect current best
practices in zoning and land
use; to strengthen and enhance
the ordinances’ ability to
implement the strategies and
priority items of the current
Comprehensive Plan; and to
improve clarity and ease of use
with the following actions:

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation
Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance
• The Zoning Ordinance and the Subdivision Ordinance should be restructured into a streamlined,
clear, and user-friendly document. Combining both ordinances into a single consistent ordinance
would help to achieve these objectives.
• The Zoning Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia’s Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act
requirements, but would benefit from clarification and detail for several provisions. The included
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District provides a comprehensive set of regulations,
and this section should be given careful review during periodic updates to ensure consistent
conformance with these Code of Virginia requirements for Tidewater communities.
• The Zoning Ordinance should introduce new provisions to meet the goals of the current
Comprehensive Plan; one example is provisions for agriculture preservation, including large lot
zoning and sliding scale densities.
• Both ordinances should be updated to comply with the Code of Virginia requirements identified
in the Zoning and Subdivision Diagnostic Matrix recommendations.
• Processes for both zoning and subdivision should be clearly written, including the processes for
permitting, bonding, and enforcement – among others.
• Uses and definitions within the Zoning Ordinance should be updated to include modern uses,
while omitting outdated uses and definitions that may no longer comply with the Code of Virginia.
• Use standards should undergo a thorough review and be updated with additional use standards
for any new uses, as appropriate.
• Both ordinances should be reviewed and updated annually with the Planning Commission and
Board of Supervisors. This best practice technique will ensure that the ordinance maintains
compliance with the Code of Virginia and will keep the county’s land use tools relevant and
responsive to the needs of the community.
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Zoning Compliance King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation

This set of diagrams showcases the Zoning Ordinance’s overall applicability and
compliance with the Code of Virginia’s
zoning regulations. A detaied analysis of each code section in provided in
Appendix A; these charts offer a broad
look at King George County’s standing.

Chart 2
Compliance with
Applicable Sections*

Chart 1
Applicability of
Code of Virginia Sections

*Chart does not include Optional or Not Applicable percentages

Not Applicable
11%

Partially Complies
7%

Chart 1 highlights the percentages of
the Code of Virginia regulations that
are and are not applicable to the Zoning
Ordinance. The applicable percentage
includes both mandatory and optional
provisions.
Applicable
89%

Chart 2 highlights the collective percentage of the Zoning Ordinance that
fully complies, does not comply, or partially complies with the Code of Virginia. These figures do not include optional provision percentages.

Does Not
Comply
21%

Does Comply
32%

Chart 3
Optional* Provisions Usage
*Total Optional provisions = 29% of all provisions

Chart 3 highlights the percentage of optional provisions that are included, not
included, or partially included in the
Zoning Ordinance.

Partially Included
1%

Included
18%

Not Included
10%

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation Zoning Analysis
Introduction
The Zoning Ordinance is the local code that provides
regulations and requirements for the use and
development of land. Zoning divides a locality into
specific districts and establishes regulations concerning
the use, placement, spacing, and size of land and
buildings within the respective districts. The Zoning
Ordinance is the primary instrument used by localities
to implement the long-range vision found in the
Comprehensive Plan. King George County’s Zoning
Ordinance is largely in compliance with the Code of
Virginia and includes many detailed provisions. Yet,
the Zoning Ordinance can be updated and improved to
better manage land development activities, enhance
clarity, and ensure additional compliance with the Code
of Virginia.
Federal and State Compliance
Any Zoning Ordinance update should incorporate
current Code of Virginia references and address
recent amendments to the Code of Virginia. As stated
throughout this report, the King George County Zoning
Ordinance is largely compliant with the requirements of
the Code of Virginia, while also providing many optional
provisions. King George County should continue to stay
up to date with ordinance updates and revisions to
the Code of Virginia. The Zoning Ordinance diagnostic
(Appendix A) itemizes each Code of Virginia section that
must be addressed.
Administration
The current Zoning Ordinance includes robust
language and provisions for the administration and
overall execution of the ordinance and is largely in
compliance with the Code of Virginia – including
many optional provisions. To streamline content and
ease administration, the Zoning Ordinance can be

restructured for organized content. Improvements
include consolidation of all application and notice
procedures into a revised article; this article should
include the language for all application processes and
procedures, including the procedure for advertisement
and notification of public hearings discussing appeals,
adoptions, variances, special exceptions, and boundary
interpretations.

Recommended
Ordinance
Structure:
1. Administration

Civil Penalties and Misdemeanors

2. Permits and Applications

Civil penalties should be streamlined for compliance
with the Code of Virginia and best practices. As a best
practice, consider consolidating penalties from Articles
VI and XII into a single section and including a reference
to the Code of Virginia §15.2–2209. Staff expressed that
the current penalties are too low; King George County’s
civil penalty amounts are less than the maximum
amounts permitted in the Code of Virginia. It is
recommended to increase the penalty amounts to align
with the Code of Virginia maximums ($200 for initial
summons, and $500 for each additional.) Additionally,
the ordinance should provide a clear process for how to
file a complaint of violation, the process for notification
by summons, and established time-frames for response
to a summons.

3. Zoning Districts
4. Use Matrix
5. Use Standards
6. Community Design
7. Nonconformities
8. Subdivisions
9. Definitions

The Code of Virginia §15.2–2286(A)(5) establishes
misdemeanor fines upon conviction of any violation
of the Zoning Ordinance. Both civil penalties and
misdemeanor fines are utilized in the Zoning Ordinance.
Recommend continuing the use of civil penalties as a
first line of defense, and then moving to misdemeanor
fines as appropriate.
Additionally, the ability to obtain an inspection warrant
to investigate a possible violation is not in the existing
ordinance. As an additional enforcement tool, King
George County should adopt this optional provision.

Civil Penalties and Misdemeanors
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Zoning Analysis King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation

Definition
Recommendations
Addition or Revision for Compliance
with the Code of Virginia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary Family Healthcare Structure
Military Installation
Small-Scale Solar Facility
Medium-Scale Solar Facility
Amateur Radio Tower
Small Cell Facility
Administrative Review-Only Project
Small Biomass Conversion

Recommended for Consolidation
•
•
•

Personal Services
Commercial Indoor Recreation
Manufacturing, Light

Recommended New Use for Code Modernization
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short-Term Rental
Restaurant, Mobile (Food Truck)
Electric Car Docking Station
Distillery or Winery
Agritourism
Mixed-Use [Structure]

This list highlights examples, and is not inclusive
of all possible recommendations.

Review Time-frames

Use Matrix

Several sections of the Zoning Ordinance include
more-restrictive time-frames than the Code of Virginia
dictates. Specifically, the Code of Virginia allows a Board
of Zoning Appeals 90 days to reach a decision. The
Zoning Ordinance allows 60 days and should be updated
to match that which is provided in the Code of Virginia.

Currently use regulations are provided in district-bydistrict code sections. As a foundational improvement,
the Berkley Group typically recommends compiling use
regulations into a composite use matrix or matrices.
This allows a user to easily identify where a use is
permitted, either “by-right” or “by special exception”
without looking in more than one section of the Zoning
Ordinance. This is particularly useful for potential
businesses considering locating or relocating to the
County.

The Zoning Ordinance states that the Zoning
Administrator shall review site plans – but does not
provide a time-frame for review. Recommend providing
that the Zoning Administrator shall provide approval or
disapproval within 60 days, matching the given timeframe in the Code of Virginia. It is recommended to
follow the Code of Virginia provisions, as written, as
closely as possible. This is especially true for provided
time-frames.
Uses and Definitions
The definitions of the ordinance should be updated to
ensure consistency, clarity, and ease of interpretation;
every use permitted in the ordinance should be defined.
Additionally, careful review can provide an opportunity
to update any definitions that may be ambiguous or
lacking in detail – which can hinder administration.
Many of the definitions and uses required by the Code
of Virginia are included in the Zoning Ordinance; see
accompanying list for additional terms and definitions
not currently provided in the ordinance.
Additional updates should include combining liketerms into broad categories and modernizing terms.
Staff has noted the need for specific uses, including
electric car docking stations, gun ranges, and food
trucks. Streamlining and modernizing the uses will align
the ordinance with today’s economy, provide flexibility
to adapt to new uses, and ease administration and
development.

Use Standards
Use performance standards regulate the location, design,
and intensity of a use based on the characteristics of a
particular site and potential impacts of the activity. They
can include items such as visibility, additional setbacks,
and number of allowed instances (events, festivals, etc.)
on a property, among others.
The Zoning Ordinance provides use standards in Article
4 of the Zoning Ordinance, with “home occupation”
standards provided within the definition. These use
standards should be removed from the definition
and provided in the use standards article. The Zoning
Ordinance includes use standards for some terms
that are defined and listed as uses. However, some
regulations are included for terms that are not defined
or listed as a use, such as “outdoor theaters,” “RV parks”,
and “outdoor wood furnaces” – among others.
Use standards should be included for any new uses that
may require more control. Use standards can sometimes
be used in lieu of special exceptions, particularly
when the same conditions are repeatedly applied to
application requests. This can help ease processes and
create a business-friendly environment while protecting
community character.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation Zoning Analysis
Telecommunications
Various telecommunications regulations have been
added to the Code of Virginia over the last fifteen
years; telecommunications regulations should be
reviewed annually to ensure that new provisions are
considered. The Zoning Ordinance would benefit
from updates to comply with the Code of Virginia
requirements for wireless, telecommunication, and
small-cell facilities, as they are currently lacking.
Recommendations include providing additional
language on wireless facilities, as written in the
Code of Virginia; including necessary terms that are
not defined – these include “small cell facility” and
“administrative review only projects.”
Additional recommendations include a hierarchy of
preferred projects and design preferences – including
structure type, camouflaging, and landscaping. King
George County staff indicated a need to expand
broadband access and/or facilities. As such, the
ordinance should provide an appropriate level of
regulation without being overly burdensome to
telecommunication development.
Solar Facilities
The Code of Virginia allows a variety of solar facilities,
including:
• small-scale solar;
• medium-scale solar;
• community and utility-scale solar;
• multi-family shared solar; and
• power-purchase agreement

interest of development in writing, for the ability
to establish a siting agreement with the locality.
Further recommend including these provisions for
siting agreements into the Zoning Ordinance, as
community- and utility-scale solar are becoming
more frequent.
Attached –
garage conversion

Solar provisions can be found in § 56.585.1 et seq
and § 56.594 et seq, and Chapter 22 of the Code
of Virginia. It is recommended that King George
County address all forms of solar facilities and supply
appropriate use standards.
Accessory Dwelling Units
Accessory dwellings units can be an easy tool to gain
affordable housing – and increase general housing
availability. Currently, the Zoning Ordinance only
includes “accessory uses and structures” incidental
to a permitted use, but prohibits using accessory
structures as a dwelling.

Attached –
new construction

Recommend updating to allow accessory dwelling
units in residential and agricultural districts, and
potentially permitted by special exception in
commercial districts. Tailored use standards for
accessory dwellings units can regulate items such as
minimum and maximum floor area or size, parking,
location, and amount of ADUs per parcel.

Detached –
garage conversion

Community- and utility-scale solar is provided in King
George through the Zoning Ordinance’s “solar farm”
regulations.
Recent changes have been made to the Code of
Virginia that require a solar developer to submit their
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Detached –
new construction
Illustration: houseable.com
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Zoning Analysis King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation
District Standards
The Zoning Ordinance provides district standards that
address minimum lot area, width, and yard dimensions.
These standards should be evaluated to ensure they
are promoting desirable development, with changes
being made where necessary. Specific district standard
considerations include:

Photo: Viewpoints Landscaping

Parking Lot Landscaping

•

Modifying minimum lot requirements
recommended in the Comprehensive Plan;

as

•

Addition of minimum and maximum height
requirements;

•

Addition of maximum lot coverage requirements in
certain districts; and,

•

Consistent use of yard and setback terminology.

In addition to fine-tuning the district standards, including
a chart or matrix format is recommended. A new matrix
can streamline and simplify district standards; easily
show minimum and maximum regulations; and include
new standards while still being readable and easy to
interpret and implement. There are several options
to create a successful and efficient district standards
matrix or matrices; the best option for King George
County will be determined as the project continues
and specific feedback and direction is determined for
district standards.
Exhibit 1 on the following page shows the current district regulations of the Zoning Ordinance.
Landscaping

Photo: Holden Forests and Gardens

Tree Canopy

Landscaping requirements are one of the tools
Virginia localities have available to them to enhance
community character, reduce the impact of potentially
incompatible uses and protect environmental resources.
The Zoning Ordinance provides landscaping and

buffering requirements in various sections including
plan of development regulations and off-street parking
regulations – among other specific sections. It is a best
practice to include landscaping requirements within
a single article or division, to address generalized
requirements that apply to the entire community.
Being in a Tidewater community, King George
County may include minimum tree canopy coverage
requirements for development. The Comprehensive
Plan diagnostic highlights some instances that call for
increased regulation for sensitive areas; an example
action is increased buffers and landscaping, where
appropriate.
It is recommended to streamline all landscaping
requirements in one section; an applicability matrix
may be included to easily show the varying levels of
landscaping and to which zones they apply, depending
on what the adjacent zoning may be. This will keep
landscaping requirements relatively uniform, while still
addressing various intensities of development.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation Zoning Analysis
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EXHIBIT 1
District Standards (Current)
STANDARD

DISTRICT
A -1

A -2

A -3

2 acres

1 acre

R -1

R -2

R -3

R -3

Multifamily/Townhouse

C-1

C-2

I -1

Industrial

3 acres

Lot Area:

10 acres

Keeping of livestock and kennels
– 5 acres
Keeping of horse – 2 acres + 1
acre for each additional horse

See below

Listed below plus
4,000 sq. ft. for each
additional DU

15,000 sq. ft.

1,500 sq. ft.

See below

Minimum
site area –
40,000 sq.
ft.

10 acres
Minimum
site area –
80,000 sq. ft.

Commercial Stables – 10 acres

-

Community Water
and Sewer
Community Water or
Sewer
No Community Water
/ Sewer

Lot Width
Community Water
and Sewer
Community Water or
Sewer
No Community Water
/ Sewer
Minimum Yards:

N/A

25,000 sq. ft.

-

-

Front

Side

Rear

25,000 sq. ft.

N/A

Not Permitted
30,000 sq. ft.
300 ft.

150 ft.

30,000 sq. ft.

120 ft.

See below

-

-

5,000 sq. ft.

80 ft.
N/A

100 ft.
18 ft.

80 ft.

150 ft.

50 ft.
100 ft.

N/A

Not Permitted
100 ft.

35 ft.
or
45 ft. for lots fronting on ROW < 50 ft

Main building – 15 ft.
Animal buildings – 75 ft.
Accessory buildings – 3 ft.

Main building – 30 ft.
Animal buildings – 75 ft.
Accessory buildings – 3 ft.

100 ft.

30 ft.
Main
buildings – 10
ft.
Accessory
buildings – 3
ft.

Dwelling – 10 ft for
main, 3 ft. for
accessory

10 ft.

Main buildings –
10 ft.

Nonresidential – 25
ft.
Main buildings – 25 ft.
Accessory buildings – 3 ft.

Accessory
buildings – 3 ft.

9 ft.
Side yards do
not apply to exterior
townhouses and multifamily units.
20 ft.

30 ft.

None, unless
abutting Ag.
and Res, then
same
requirements
as abutting
district.

> 50 ft from ROW

Main
structure –
10 ft.

Main
structure –
20 ft.
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Zoning Analysis King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation
Off-Street Parking
Off-street parking requirements should be streamlined
and updated for ease of reading, particularly the section
that details how many parking spaces are required for
the various uses. This can be provided in chart form, to
eliminate unnecessary text and to efficiently show the
requirements.
Staff expressed a desire to include parking regulations
for “Technical Schools and other common uses.” Further
recommend expanding the provided list of uses; all uses
should be considered in parking regulations. Parking
requirements should include provisions that require
parking for a specific business to be in the vicinity of
or on the property of the subject building. As noted
previously, staff expressed a desire to include “electric
car docking stations” as a use. Consideration can be
given to including provisions to the off-street parking
standards that are specific to electric car docking
stations.
Recommend updating overall parking requirements
to be modernized and include best practices. Further,
parking requirements – including lot and parking
location, number of spaces, etc.
Lighting
Lighting requirements are provided sparsely for signs,
off-street parking, and for the Highway Corridor
Overlay and Mixed-Use Development Districts. Lighting
requirements regulate the use of exterior lighting
necessary for nighttime utility, productivity, enjoyment,
and commerce; address compatibility and aesthetic
concerns; ensure exterior lighting does not adversely
impact land uses on adjacent land; reduce light
pollution; and enhance safety and security of property.
A section should be included in the Zoning Ordinance

that provides comprehensive lighting standards.
Additional lighting standards can be provided for specific
uses or districts, as needed. A general lighting section
could include items such as applicable districts or areas;
exemptions; compliance and enforcement; and the
specific regulations that address light arrangement,
glare, direction, maximum height, and maximum
intensity.
Signs
The Zoning Ordinance regulations for signs are compliant
with recent Supreme Court case law requiring contentneutral sign ordinances. To streamline various sign
regulations – including size calculations, height, and
setback – to be more user friendly, the text could be
provided in chart form, rather than paragraph form.
Environmental Sustainability
Floodplain regulations provide environmental protection
and can promote sustainable development. King George
County’s current Floodplain regulations are robust and
include provisions that serve to mitigate damage to
environmentally sensitive areas. The current provisions
should be reviewed during Zoning Ordinance updates to
ensure the continued compliance with Chesapeake Bay
Area requirements.
Aside from Code of Virginia compliance, environmentally
sustainable development is becoming a best practice,
and more communities are choosing to incorporate
provisions and regulations into their Zoning Ordinances.
Examples of regulations include reducing off-street
parking to reduce stormwater; robust parking lot
landscaping to reduce urban heat island effect; protecting
tree canopies; and allowing permeable pavement. King
George County should consider incorporating some or
all of these sustainability tools.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation
Military Overlay District
The Naval Support Facility (NSF) Dahlgren Joint Land Use
Study and 2019 Comprehensive Plan recommended the
establishment of a Military Compatibility Area Overlay
District (MCA). Military Compatibility Areas, or military
overlays, are a tool to designate areas within a locality
that are affected by military operations. Military overlays
ultimately promote compatibility and prevent potential
conflicts between military operations and community
activities. Military overlays, or a combination of various
types of military overlays, can regulate safety, noise, air
space and activity.
The NSF Dahlgren Joint Land Use Study provides a detailed
look into the nuances of military operations, and how
those opertaion may affect nearby areas. This study
should be referenced for appropriate data and findings
during the drafting of this Zoning Ordinance update.
Specific considerations include noise contours and sound
attenuation; avigation easements and airspace; vertical
obstruction by nearby wireless towers, and wind turbines
and/or other exceedingly tall structures that could
interfere with flight path and/or cause radio frequency
interferences.
In addition to this study, benchmark communities may be
able to provide regulations that have proven effective in
establishing a military overlay in communities similar to
King George County.
The NSF Dahlgren Joint Land Use Study recommended
the establishment of a Military Compatibility Area Overlay
District (MCA) in the areas shown on the map below. This
map shows the various zones that would constitute the
MCA over King George County land. As with regulation
recommendations, the NSF Dahlgren Joint Land Use Study
should be referenced and studied when determining the
King George County MCA district boundaries.

Zoning Analysis
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Subdivision Compliance King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation

This set of diagrams showcases the
Subdivision Ordinance’s overall applicability and compliance with the
Code of Virginia’s zoning regulations.
A detailed analysis of each code section in provided in Appendix B; these
charts serve to offer a broad look at
King George County’s standing.

Chart 1
Applicability of
Code of Virginia Sections
Not Applicable
17%

Chart 1 highlights the percentages
of the Code of Virginia regulations
that are and are not applicable to the
King George County Subdivision Ordinance. The applicable percentage includes both mandatory and optional
provisions.
Chart 2 highlights the collective percentage of the Subdivision Ordinance
that fully complies, does not comply,
or partially complies with the Code of
Virginia. These figures do not include
optional provision percentages.

Applicable
83%

Chart 2
Compliance with Applicable Sections*
*Chart does not include Optional or Not Applicable percentages

Partially Complies
6%

Does Not
Comply
14%

Does Comply
36%

Chart 3
Optional* Provisions Usage
*Total Optional provisions = 26% of all provisions

Partially Included
1%

Chart 3 highlights the percentage of
optional provisions that are included,
not included, or partially included in
the Subdivision Ordinance.
Not Included
12%

Included
13%

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation Subdivision Analysis
Introduction
The Subdivision Ordinance is intended to establish the
procedures and regulations for the subdivision of land
within King George County. The ordinance accomplishes
several objectives, including the equitable and
orderly division of land and provision of appropriate
improvements. The Subdivision Ordinance, as written,
does not maximize all provisions, both mandatory and
optional, of the Code of Virginia, and in some cases is
not compliant with the Code of Virginia. A compliance
analysis is provided that shows the breakdown of how
the Subdivision Ordinance is fully, partially, or not in
compliance with the Code of Virginia.
Bonding Requirements, Security Requirements, and
Performance Guarantees
Currently, the Construction Plans, Profiles, and
Specifications section of the Subdivision Ordinance
includes minimal provisions for bonds and the bonding
process. Staff expressed a need for clarification on bond
process and estimates. Bond estimates should follow
the Code of Virginia § 15.2-2241 A (5), which states that

Some localities choose to provide a ‘worksheet’ for
developers and staff to aid in calculating the appropriate
estimates for construction, administrative costs,
inflation, and damage to infrastructure.
Family Subdivisions
Code of Virginia § 15.2-2244.1 provides that a county
locality must provide for family subdivisions, with
certain time parameters for property ownership; land
should be owned by the seller for at least 15 years, and
the family member to whom it is conveyed does not sell
the property for another 15 years. The Code of Virginia
does permit deviation from this suggested time-frame.
Currently, the Subdivision Ordinance allows family
subdivisions, provided that the new lot cannot be sold
to a non-family member for 5 years. King George County
staff expressed a desire to increase the regulated timeframes for family subdivisions. It is recommended to
engage the community on the prospect of increasing
this time-frame; an adjustment should be made that
meets the needs of both staff and the members of the
community.

“the amount of such […] bond […] shall not exceed
the total of the estimated cost of construction
based on unit prices for new public or private
sector construction in the locality and a reasonable
allowance for estimated administrative costs,
inflation, and potential damage to existing roads or
utilities, which shall not exceed 10 percent of the
estimated construction costs.”

The Subdivision Ordinance does not include a provision
that allows family subdivisions be conveyed to
beneficiaries of a trust, or for land held in a trust. To
utilize all provisions for family subdivisions as permitted
by the Code of Virginia, it is recommended to include
this provision.

Overall updates to this section should include provisions
for period and final release, general language on general
process for determining bond amount (§ 15.2-2241 A
(5)), and general statements as provided in sections
§15.2-2241 and 15.2-2241.1 of the Code of Virginia.

The Code of Virginia provides several optional
provisions that King George County should consider
during a revision of the Subdivision Ordinance. Two
specific examples include the ability to require Phase
I Environmental Assessments and a remediation
disclaimer for all previously industrial uses or land.

Optional Provisions
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The Subdivision Ordinance
accomplishes the equitable and
orderly division of land with
appropriate improvements.
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Administratively Approved Plats
The Subdivision Ordinance does not clearly explain the
process for plats that are administratively approved.
Specifically, the Subdivision Ordinance provides that
minor subdivisions with 3 access drives connecting
to an existing public road get administrative approval,
while minor subdivisions with 3 or more access drives
connecting to a primary or secondary road must
have Planning Commission approval. As written, the
Subdivision Ordinance lacks clear reasoning or direction
for that distinction. It is recommended to include a
concrete set of criteria for administratively approved
plats, with the process outlined for transparency.
Alternatively, some localities choose to streamline
the minor subdivision process and allow all minor
subdivisions to be administratively approved.
Plat Recordation and Validation
The Code of Virginia requires final site plans be valid for
five years or more, and new legislation states that if a
recorded subdivision plat dedicates real property to a
locality, then the approved final subdivision plats shall
remain valid indefinitely. The Subdivision Ordinance
only states “the subdivider shall submit the final plat for
recordation to the Clerk of the Circuit Court within five
(5) years from the date of approval.” The Subdivision
Ordinance clearly states that approved preliminary plats
and approved plats for minor subdivisions are valid for
five (5) years. It is recommended to include all final plat
provisions, review, and time-frames in one section –
including a clear statement on how long they are valid,
and when they become null and void.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation CBPA Analysis
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area (CBPA)
The Administrative Code of Virginia requires that all Tidewater communities incorporate provisions into their land use
tools to address the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act. These provisions are regulated through Chapter 830: Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management Regulations. The Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances were reviewed
and found to be in alignment with the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act.
The provisions included below are examples that effectively implement the requirements of Chapter 830: Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Area Designation and Management Regulations.
Minimize Land Disturbance
The King George County Ordinances include several provisions designed to minimize land disturbance within the county.
Minimizing land disturbance protects water quality by preserving ground cover, lessening soil compaction, and curtailing
erosion.
Article 8, Section 8.11.2 of the Zoning Ordinance requires that land disturbance be limited to the area necessary to
provide for the proposed use or development and that the limits of land disturbance, including clearing or grading
shall be strictly defined by the construction footprint. It further requires that the limits be clearly shown on submitted
plans and physically marked on the development site.
Impervious Cover
The King George County Ordinances include several provisions for impervious cover. Impervious surfaces reduce
storm water infiltration rates and increase runoff, which can negatively impact water quality and quantity. Minimizing
impervious surfaces is an important component of protecting both surface water resources within the county, as well as
the Chesapeake Bay.
Article 8, Section 8.11.2 of the Zoning Ordinance requires that land development minimize impervious cover to
promote infiltration of stormwater into the ground consistent with the proposed use or development; allows grid and
modular pavements to be used for any required alley, or other low traffic driveway, unless otherwise approved by the
Director of Community Development.
Indigenous Vegetation
Indigenous vegetation protects water resources by slowing down runoff and filtering out nutrients and sediment.
The following provisions satisfy the intent of the indigenous vegetation element of the Chapter 830: Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area Designation and Management Regulations:
Article 8, Section 8.11.2 of the Zoning Ordinance requires the preservation of existing trees over 2 inches in diameter
breast height (DBH) located outside of the construction footprint, as well as other woody vegetation on site outside
the approved construction footprint.
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Comprehensive Plan Analysis
The King George County 2019 Comprehensive Plan includes policies and implementation strategies for Primary Settlement Areas and Rural Development Areas, as well as general plan elements including Population and Economy; Land
Use, Cultural, and Natural Resources; Transportation; and Utilities. Notable policies and implementation strategies include revising and amending the Zoning Ordinance and map(s) to establish a military overlay and preserving the County’s
agricultural and rural land. The Zoning Ordinance is one of the primary land use tools, and it can implement the goals,
objectives, policies, and implementation strategies of the Comprehensive Plan. Amendments would allow the Zoning
Ordinance to become a responsive document and would increase the Zoning Ordinance’s ability to implement the Comprehensive Plan.
Policies and strategies for the various plan elements are organized by type: residential land use, commercial, agriculture
and forestry land use, and industrial land use – among other distinctions. A detailed list of the policies and strategies
are listed in Appendix C. However, it should be noted that the provided appendix is not comprehensive of all policies
and strategies provided within the Comprehensive Plan; some policies and strategies are shared among differing plan
elements. The included policies and strategies represent zoning and land use priorities – including the retention of rural
lands, promoting complementary development, and protecting the environmentally sensitive areas within the County.
These items can be strengthened through the following zoning code improvements and best practices:
•

Establish robust landscaping standards to beautify major corridors, commercial, and industrial areas. Modern zoning
ordinances typically incorporate standards for parking lot landscaping, frontage landscaping, building foundation
landscaping, and transitional buffering. The Zoning Ordinance provides landscaping for specific uses, but the overall
requirements can be expanded to require landscaping for most development.

•

Ensure that district and use requirements are modern and flexible to encourage adaptive reuse of vacant structures,
particularly as desire for rural preservation continues while the County grows.

•

Establish district densities and incorporate a tiered density system – with higher densities permitted in districts that
correspond to the identified Primary Settlement areas.

•

Provide for density bonuses for development that includes certain open space minimums.

•

Delineate a military overlay with comprehensive regulations that can provide a seamless transition between neighboring districts.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation Next Steps
Next Steps
1. King George County’s Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission should consider reviewing this Land Use
Ordinance Evaluation and diagnostic matrices and providing feedback at the September 15th Joint Kickoff Meeting.
2. Three public engagement opportunities – a survey, stakeholder interviews, and public workshops – will provide the
community with the ability to voice their thoughts, concerns, and desires. The workshops will be held in October,
with the survey being open concurrently.
3. Following the Joint Kickoff Meeting and public engagement, the Berkley Group will take King George County staff,
Planning Commission, Board of Supervisors, and public feedback and direction to begin drafting the updated
ordinance(s). Draft articles will be reviewed at the Planning Commission worksessions between Fall 2021 and Spring
2023. Upon completion of drafting, the ordinance will be shared at a public open house.
4. Two pre-adoption Joint worksessions will be an opportunity for the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors
to provide final feedback and direction for the draft ordinance.
5. Following the incorporation of final comments and revisions, the ordinance will proceed to public hearings and
adoption.
The general project schedule is as follows:
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1. Review Land Use Ordinance
Evaluation
2. Public Engagement
3. Draft Content
4. Refinement
5. Public Hearings
and Adoption
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Conclusions

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation

Conclusions
King George County’s desire to ensure an effective, efficient, and State-compliant Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance
should be commended. As noted in this report, the County’s Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances are largely compliant
with and inclusive of Code of Virginia Requirements. However, the ordinance(s) can be greatly strengthened with
a modern revision and restructuring for conformity to Code of Virginia requirements, as well as best planning and
zoning practices.
The recommendations outlined in this report constitute a detailed analysis of the King George County’s Zoning
and Subdivision Ordinances. Revising the County’s Zoning and Subdivision regulations according to these
recommendations will ensure that the ordinances are legally defensible, ease administrative burden for staff, and
promote economic development. An updated Zoning Ordinance will also ensure modernity with new uses and aid
in realizing the future envisioned in King George County’s Comprehensive Plan. Keeping these land use tools up-todate and in compliance with the Code of Virginia should be a commitment the County continues to uphold on an
ongoing basic, including periodic reviews and amendments.

King George County Land Use Ordinance Evaluation
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Appendix A:
Zoning Ordinance
Diagnostic Matrix

King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic

1.

2.

3.

4.

VA Code
Section
15.22200

2201

2202

2203

Intent
Declaration of
legislative intent

Definitions

Duties of state
agencies; electric
utilities

Existing planning
commissions and
boards of zoning
appeals; validation of
plans previously
adopted

Compliance
Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Existing ZO
Section
1.1
1.2

1.9

N/A

5.6

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
This section of The Code of Virginia provides the purpose of Chapter 22 of the Code of
Virginia, which is subsequently the purpose for each of the tools discussed therein
(Comprehensive Plan and Ordinances).
Article I of the Zoning Ordinance states the general purpose for the Zoning Ordinance,
along with statement of intent to carry out the purpose and objective of Title 15.2,
Chapter 22, Article 7 of the Code of Virginia. The Zoning Ordinance complies with this
section of the Code of Virginia.
This section of The Code of Virginia provides foundational definitions for terms used
throughout the Chapter 22 regulations of The Code of Virginia.
King George County should compare [some of] their definitions to those provided in
this section of The Code of Virginia and update accordingly to match that which is
provided in § 15.2-2201. Examples of definitions provided in the section of The Code
of Virginia that could be introduced into the Zoning Ordinance are “military
installation”, “working waterfront”, and “affordable housing.”
This section of The Code of Virginia states that any department, board, bureau,
commission, or other agency of the Commonwealth that proposes a project in any
locality shall, upon the request of the local planning commission, furnish reasonable
information requested by the local planning commission relative to the proposed
plans.
This section of The Code of Virginia does not need to be included in the Zoning
Ordinance, but the Zoning Administrator and Planning Commission should be aware of
this code section.
This section of the Code of Virginia states that upon adoption of Chapter 22 of the Code
of Virginia, already established planning commissions and boards of zoning appeals
would continue to operate as if they were created under the terms of Chapter 22.

Chapter 2
(outside of
Zoning
King George County’s Planning Commission and Board of Zoning Appeals procedures
Ordinance) comply with the Code of Virginia. See line items 5 and 14 for further detail.
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic

5.

VA Code
Section
15.22204

Intent

Compliance

Advertisement of
plans, ordinances, etc.

Yes

Existing ZO
Section
5.3
5.4
8.16
14.9

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Article 5, Administration and Enforcement states that both the Planning Commission
and Board of Supervisors shall hold at least one hearing for any proposed zoning
ordinance or amendment to a zoning ordinance, with a reference to this section of the
Code of Virginia – before adoption. Article 5 also states that all Special Exceptions shall
undergo a public hearing with the Board of Supervisors. The Zoning Ordinance allows
that if an application calls for a Zoning Ordinance amendment and a Special Exception,
that both applications (and hearings) may happen concurrently.
Article 8, Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District, states that all variance
requests shall include a public hearing, as outlined in this section of the Code of
Virginia. However, a variance only requires one hearing by the Board of Zoning Appeals.
Article 14, Mixed Use Development, states that all preliminary concept plans for
proposed Mixed Use Developments must be considered at a public hearing, as outlined
in this section of the Code of Virginia.
While the current Zoning Ordinance complies with the requirements of the Code of
Virginia, the Zoning Ordinance can be enhanced by consolidation of all application and
notice procedures into one Article. Include language for all application processes and
procedures, including the procedure for advertisement and notification of public
hearings, discussing appeals, variances, special exceptions, and boundary
interpretations.
Consider enabling optional provision that in the case of a condominium or a
cooperative, the written notice may be mailed to the unit owners' association or
proprietary lessees' association, respectively, in lieu of each individual unit owner. The
Code of Virginia allows the written notice to be mailed registered, certified, or first
class; if this optional provision is included, King George County should specify their
procedure.
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6.

7.

VA Code
Section
15.22205

2206

Intent
Additional notice of
planning or zoning
matters

When locality may
require applicant to
give notice; how given

Compliance
Optional,
Not included

Optional,
Included

Existing ZO
Section
N/A

5.9

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
This section of The Code of Virginia allows a locality, in addition to specific notice
required by law, to provide notice by any method on any planning or zoning matter
that it deems appropriate for notice.
The Zoning Ordinance does not include reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
King George should consider if it would like to include this optional provision, and if so,
include a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia. Examples of additional types
of notice include pre-meetings for certain uses and requiring mailings for more than
adjacent properties.
This section of The Code of Virginia allows for a locality to require the applicant of any
application to the local governing body, local planning commission or board of zoning
appeals be responsible for all required notices.
Section 5.9 of the Zoning Ordinance requires that developers be responsible for
notification on any application that require review and approval from the Planning
Commission and/or Board of Supervisors.

8.

2207

Public notice of
juvenile residential
care facilities in certain
localities

Optional,
N/A

N/A

The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
This section of The Code of Virginia allows a locality (which does not have an applicable
zoning ordinance) to require public notice and hearing for any applicant who wishes to
establish a public or private detention home, group home or other residential care
facility for children in need of services or for delinquent youth.
This section of the Code of Virginia does not apply to King George County; the Zoning
Ordinance will address these uses based on processes. This provision does not need to
be included.
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9.

VA Code
Section
15.22208

Intent

Compliance

Restraining violations
of the chapter [Chapter
22 of the Code of
Virginia]

Optional,
Included

Existing ZO
Section
6.1

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
This section of the Code of Virginia allows that any violation or attempted violation of
this chapter [King George County Zoning Ordinance] may be restrained, corrected, or
abated by injunction or other appropriate proceeding. Further, at any time after the
filing of an injunction or other appropriate proceeding, the zoning administrator or
governing body may record a memorandum of lis pendens.
Article 6 of The Zoning Ordinance can be strengthened by editing the language to
mirror that which is provided in this section of the Code of Virginia – and including a
reference.
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10.

VA Code
Section
15.22209

Intent
Civil penalties for
violations of zoning
ordinance

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Optional,
Included

6.1
12.5

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Article 6, Violations and Penalties, includes fees for the first and second/subsequent
violation; $100 and $250, respectively. These totals are lower than what is provided in
this section of the Code of Virginia.
Section 4.6.13, Land Application of Biosolids - Enforcement, provides that violation of
Biosolid regulations to be a class 1 misdemeanor.
Article 12, Sexually Oriented Businesses, provides additional language on violations to
those specific regulations – stating that a violation of the provided regulations for
sexually oriented business would be classified as a class 1 misdemeanor; no monetary
penalties are provided.
Article 13, Stormwater Management, provides additional language on violations to
specific regulations – including a list of potential violations, maximum civil penalty
amount, and general context for violations. (Stormwater Management violations are
regulated under § 62.1-44.15:48.)

11.

2209.1

Extension of approvals
to address housing
crisis

N/A

N/A

As a best practice, consider consolidating penalties from Articles VI and XII into a single
section and including a reference to the Code of Virginia §15.2–2209. Staff expressed
that the penalties are too low; currently, King George County’s civil penalty amounts
are less than the maximum amounts listed in the Code of Virginia; recommend
increasing the penalty amounts to align with the Code of Virginia maximums ($200 for
initial summons, and $500 for each additional.) Any penalties that exceed $5,000 shall
be classified as a misdemeanor.
The Code of Virginia §15.2-2209.1.1 extends the approval of final site plans, special
exceptions, special use permits, and rezoning to assist in addressing the housing crisis
to July 1, 2020, and allows further extension of approval by locality.
Extension period has passed; no change required.
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Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic

12.

VA Code
Section
15.22209.1.1

13.

2209.2

14.

2210 –
2222.1

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Extension of approvals
to address COVID-19
pandemic

N/A

N/A

Public infrastructure
maintenance bonds
Local Planning
Commissions

N/A
Yes

N/A

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
The Code of Virginia §15.2-2209.1.1 extends the approval of final site plans, special
exceptions, special use permits, and rezoning to July 1, 2022, and allows further
extension of approval by locality.
A text amendment is not necessary to comply with this section of the Code of Virginia,
but King George County should be implementing this in practice.
This section of the Code of Virginia applies only to the City of Charlottesville; it is not
applicable to King George County.

Chapter 2 Various sections throughout the Zoning Ordinance state the role and responsibility of
(outside of the Planning Commission during various processes (amendments, application hearings,
Zoning
etc.) Chapter 2, Article III of the Code of The County of King George provides minimal
Ordinance) Planning Commission regulations.

15. 2223 – 2232 The Comprehensive
Plan

N/A

N/A

16. 2233 – 2238 The Official Map

N/A

N/A

The Zoning Ordinance can be strengthened by including a section within an
administrative Article that states the purpose, establishment, and general hearing
procedures of the Planning Commission, among other details, as provided in these
sections of the Code of Virginia.
§15.2-2223 et. seq. regulates the requirements and provisions for comprehensive
plans only. These Code of Virginia sections are not relevant to this diagnostic but are
included here for transparency – and to highlight a full list of sections provided in
Chapter 22 of the Code of Virginia.
§15.2-2233 et. seq. regulates the requirements for a locality’s Official Map. These
sections grant planning commissions the authority to request a map be made that
shows streets, waterways, and public spaces. These sections apply to localities that do
not have a Zoning Ordinance, thus no zoning maps.
These Code of Virginia sections are not relevant to this diagnostic but are included here
for transparency – and to highlight a full list of sections provided in Chapter 22 of the
Code of Virginia.
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17.

VA Code
Section
15.22239

18.

2246

19.

20.

21.

2258

2259

2261

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Capital Improvement
Plan

N/A

N/A

Site plans submitted in
accordance with zoning
ordinance

No

Intent

Site plan requirements
for submission for
approval

No

Local planning
commission or other
agent to act on site
plan

No

Recorded plats or final
site plans to be valid
for not less than five
years

Yes

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
§15.2-2239 authorizes a planning commission to prepare a CIP based on a localities
Comprehensive Plan. This Code of Virginia section is not relevant to this diagnostic but
is included here for transparency – and to highlight a full list of sections provided in
Chapter 22 of the Code of Virginia.

No reference Article 7, Site Plan Regulations, states that the purpose of the site plan regulations is to
supplement the remaining regulations of the Zoning Ordinance.
This section of the Zoning Ordinance can be strengthened with a purpose statement
that clearly specifies that the purpose is to ensure compliance with the Zoning
Ordinance, with a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
No reference The Code of Virginia §15.2-2258 requires that a site plan include the locations of
drainage districts, dam break zones, graves/burial sites, and areas of joint locality
control. The Zoning Ordinance does include “stream, drainageways, and adequate
disposition of natural and storm water,” but does not include these items specifically.
Recommend including these provisions to the list of required contents of the Final Site
Plan.
No reference The Code of Virginia §15.2-2259 establishes a required timeline – 60 days – for the
review and approval or disapproval of site plans.

7.7

To comply with the Code of Virginia, recommend providing the 60-day timeframe for
Zoning Administrator approval of all submitted plats.
The Code of Virginia requires final site plans be valid for five or more years. Article 7,
Site Plan Requirements, provides that approval of a final site plan shall expire five
years after the approval date, unless development begins.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
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22.

23.

24.

VA Code
Section
15.22261.1

2270

2280

Intent
Recorded plat or final
site plans; conflicting
zoning conditions

Vacation of interests
granted to a locality as
a condition of site plan
approval

Zoning general
description

Compliance
No

No

Yes

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference This section of the Code of Virginia provides that if approval is granted for a plan that
is not in accordance with the rezoning, the final site plan/plat governs. Thus, it is
imperative that localities review the final site plan/plat for compliance with the
rezoning in addition to the zoning ordinance.
Recommend including a statement referencing this section of the Code of Virginia.
No reference This section of the Code of Virginia provides two methods that allow a locality to
vacate any interest in streets, alleys, easements for public rights of passage,
easements for drainage, and easements for a public utility that were granted as a
condition of the approval of a site plan.

1.1
1.2
1.5
1.7

As a best practice, recommend including in the Zoning Ordinance one of the methods
listed in this section of the Code of Virginia for the vacation of interests.
This section of the Code of Virginia allows for localities to regulate items such as the
use of structures, buildings, and land; size, height, area, etc. of buildings; and the
area of land, water, and air space.
Article 1, General Provisions, includes the general purpose of the ordinance, the
section of the Code of Virginia (§ 15.2-2280) and lists the districts and regulations.
Article 1 also provides section 1.7, which provides details on the general regulation
of use occupancy and construction of structures; standards (bulk, lot coverage, etc.);
yard and open space; reduction of lot areas or yards; and reduction of parking.
Detailed regulations and standards are provided in the district regulations. Section
1.7 can be simplified by stating that district standards are the minimum required
unless stated otherwise.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
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Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic

25.

26.

27.

VA Code
Section
15.22281

2282

2283

Intent
Zoning jurisdiction of
county and
incorporation

Uniformity of
regulations

Purpose of zoning,
mandatory provisions:
(Line items 25 – 36)

Compliance
No

Yes

Yes

(See below)

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference This section of the Code of Virginia states that the governing body of a county shall
have jurisdiction over any unincorporated areas. The Zoning Ordinance does not
include this statement.

1.7

1.5

While this may be inferred, recommend adding a reference to this section of the
Code of Virginia that states King George County shall have jurisdiction over
unincorporated areas.
Article 1 explicitly states that all regulations within each district shall apply uniformly
to each class or kind of structure or land.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia. Ensure
compliance with this section of the Code of Virginia throughout any future Ordinance
updates.
Article I, General Provisions, provides a concise statement on the purpose of the
Zoning Ordinance, stating “this Ordinance shall be for the general purpose of
promoting health, safety or general welfare of the public and of
further accomplishing the objectives of Code of Virginia §§ 15.2-220 and 15.2-2283.”
The Zoning Ordinance provides a statement of general purpose, as it is written in the
Code of Virginia. If desired, this section can reflect the detailed requirements of items
i through xi, as provided in §15.2-2283 of the Code of Virginia – rather than
incorporating by reference.

28.

i.

Light, air, convenience
of access, fire, flood,
impounding structure
failure, crime

Yes

1.5

See lines 28 – 39.
Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.
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29.

VA Code
Section
15.2ii.

30.

iii.

31.

iv.

32.

v.

33.

vi

34.

vii.

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Reduction of street
congestion
Convenient, attractive,
harmonious
community
Adequate police & fire
protection, evacuation,
defense,
transportation, water,
sewage, flood
protection, schools,
parks, forests,
playgrounds,
recreation facilities,
airports
Protection of historic
areas and working
waterfront
development areas
Protect against
overcrowding, undue
density, light and air
obstruction, danger in
transportation, public
safety
Economic
development,
employment, tax base

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
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35.
36.

37.
38.

39.

40.

VA Code
Intent
Section
15.2viii.
Ag/Forestal and natural
environment protection
ix.
Protect airports, U.S.
government and
military facilities
x.
Create and preserve
affordable housing
xi.
Provide against
encroachment on
military bases
xii.
Reasonable
modifications in
accordance with the
Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990
(42 U.S.C. § 12131 et
seq.) or state and
federal fair housing
laws, as applicable
2283.1 Sexual offender
treatment services
prohibition in
residential area

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired.

Yes

1.5

In 2018, this provision was added and requires the locality to consider the need for
reasonable modifications in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act or
state and federal fair housing laws when preparing a zoning ordinance.

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

Currently incorporated by reference. May be incorporated specifically, if desired. In
addition, allowing encroachment into setbacks and/or yards for ADA compliant
ramps is one way to include a reasonable ADA modification.

Yes

No reference There is nothing in the Zoning Ordinance that references this use, therefore it is not
permitted and complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
Further, section 1.5 of the Zoning Ordinance states that “uses not specifically listed
are prohibited.”
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
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41.

42.

VA Code
Section
15.22284

2285

Intent
Matters to be
considered when
drawing zoning maps
and ordinances

Ordinance and map
development, adoption
- process

Compliance
No

Yes

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference Section 2.2 states that the district boundaries were created to follow road lines,
property lines, utility easements, and natural boundaries, as were in place at the time
of district creation.

1.6
5.3

Recommend adding a paragraph in the introductory sections of the Zoning
Ordinance to include the language supplied in this section of the Code of Virginia.
The section of the Code of Virginia provides the general process for the creation of, and
amendments to, zoning ordinances.
Section 1.6.1 of the Zoning Ordinance provides for amendments to the zoning map.
Article 5, Administration and Enforcement, provides who and how an amendment can
be enacted, as well as the public hearing requirements.

43.

2286
(A)

Permitted provisions in
zoning ordinances.
(Line items 41 – 56)

–

(See below)

–

The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia provides optional provisions. King George County
should consider the provisions listed below for inclusion in the updated ordinance.
See lines 44 – 59.
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44.

VA Code
Section
15.21.

Intent
Variances and special
exceptions

Compliance
Optional,
Included

Existing ZO
Section
Various
5.4
5.6

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Article 5, Administration and Enforcement, outlines the procedures for Special
Exceptions, and variances.
Section 5.4 details the Special Exception procedure, including the required conditions
for approval, and the application and review process. The specific district regulations
individually provide lists of what uses are permitted by Special Exception within that
given district.
Section 5.6 details the processes for both appeals and variances, including the role of
the BZA and the grounds necessary to approve a variance. Section 5.6.6 states the
variance applications shall be governed by various sections of the Code of Virginia (§
15.2308; 2309; 2311; and 2312) – these are outdated references and should be
removed or updated accordingly.
Section 2.11.4 is titled “Uses Permitted by Special Exception,” but uses the term
“conditional uses” in the text and states those items must be in accordance with
Section 5.4. Recommend clarifying procedures for Special Exceptions and choosing one
term to utilize. Specifically, remove all mentions of “conditional uses” and strictly utilize
Special Exception, as majority of the provided language uses this term.

45.

2.

Annexation or
boundary adjustment
provision

Optional,
Not Included

Recommend removing outdated references to the Code of Virginia (see above) and
streamlining review and application processes in the Zoning Ordinance. See line 5.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not include a statement that relates to this provision.
Recommend including this provision to allow the temporary application of the
ordinance to any property coming into the territorial jurisdiction of King George County
– by annexation or otherwise.
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46.

47.

VA Code
Section
15.23.

4.

Intent

Compliance

Governing body special
exception permits Affordable housing
special exception
provisions

Optional,
Partially
Included

Zoning administrator
authorities, provisions,
processes

Optional,
Partially
Included

Existing ZO
Section
Various

5.1
5.2

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance provides sections for the regulations of each district; within
those sections is a list of uses allowed by special exception only.
This provision does not need to be specifically stated or included in the Zoning
Ordinance, but King George should be aware of it in practice. King George should be
carefully considering the conditions of any application that is providing affordable
housing – to ensure the conditions do not interfere with the affordable housing
objective.
Article 5, Administration and Enforcement, provides the establishment and duties of
the Zoning Administrator – mirroring the language that is provided in this section of
the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia also provides that a Zoning Administrator may have
authority to approve modifications to the requirements of the ordinance– rather than
requiring a BZA hearing – if application of the requirements is an unshared hardship
and that modifications wouldn’t be a detriment. Decisions can be appealed to the BZA.
King George County should consider whether the Zoning Administrator should have
authority to approve modifications for certain regulations. Specific elements can be
provided in the ordinance (i.e., only modifications to buffers, setbacks, etc.)
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48.

VA Code
Section
15.25.

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

Imposition of penalties
- misdemeanor fines

Optional,
Included

12.5
13.17

The Zoning Ordinance provides for misdemeanors for violations of the Stormwater
Management Regulations and the Sexually Oriented Business Regulations.
The language on misdemeanors for Sexually Oriented Businesses does not include a
fine amount; the language for misdemeanors for Stormwater Management regulations
includes fines not to exceed $32,000.

49.

6.

Collection of fees

Optional,
Included

5.8
13.18

As a best practice, consider consolidating civil penalties and misdemeanors into a single
section and including a reference to the Code of Virginia sections. Recommend
continuing the use of civil penalties as a first line of defense, and then moving to
misdemeanors as appropriate.
Article 5, Administration and Enforcement, provides reference to fees in section 5.8.
Fees are referenced for zoning ordinance amendments, special exceptions, board of
zoning appeals, and site plans. The following statement is provided for each, “The filing
fee for __ shall be set by the Governing Body and shall be subject to review and
change.”
Article 13, Stormwater Management Regulations, provides three (3) fee schedule in
section 13.18. The listed fees are for all costs / activities associated with stormwater
management.
King George County provides a “Planning and Zoning Fee Schedule” as a standalone
document. § 15.2-107 of the Code of Virginia requires that all fees are adopted by
ordinance. Ensure that fees have been adopted by ordinance, whether codified or
uncodified.
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50.

VA Code
Section
15.27.

51.

8.

52.

9.

Intent
Zoning ordinance
amendment timelines
and process

Plan of development
submission and
approval prior to
issuance of building
permits
Mixed use or PUD
developments

Compliance
Optional,
Included

Existing ZO
Section
5.3

Optional,
Included

Various
8.13

Optional,
Included

2.13
14.1

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance provides language that strongly mirrors what is provided in this
section of the Code of Virginia; why an amendment would be needed, who may initiate
the process, and that same petitions will not be considered within 12 months’ time.
The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
Article 8, Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District, requires that all
development exceeding 2500 square feet of land disturbance to be subject to a plan of
development process.
The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinances includes a Resort Community (RC) District, a type of planned
development district, requiring a master development plan. Residential, recreational,
and commercial uses are permitted, with commercial uses geared towards resorts and
hospitality.
The Zoning Ordinance includes a Mixed-Use Development District, allowing residential,
commercial, public, and recreational uses. Use and design standards, development
standards, and architecture standards are provided.

53.

10.

Incentive zoning
administration

54.

11.

Downzoning tax credit

The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
Optional,
No reference The Zoning Ordinance mentions incentives for cluster development however, density
Not included
bonuses are not allowed, and cluster divisions are required to meet the density of the
district. King George County should consider if these development goals are
appropriate and incorporate new incentives, as appropriate.
Optional,
No reference This provision allows for the downzoning in a landowner’s undeveloped or
Not included
underdeveloped property in exchange for tax credits. This can be used to deter
development.
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55.

VA Code
Section
15.212.

56.

13.

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Environmental site
assessments and
review

Optional,
Included

8.13

Safety standards for
solar panels and
battery technologies

Optional,
Included

4.16
4.19

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance requires an environmental site assessment as part of a Plan of
Development and / Water Quality Impact Assessment, if required for a project.
The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance includes regulations for Solar Farm, which in addition to standard
regulations for height, setbacks, etc., also include regulations that pertain to public
safety and compliance with various codes.
The Zoning Ordinance includes regulations for Battery Energy Storage Facilities, which
state the requirement of site plans with specific contents related to public safety.

57.

58.

14.

15.

Environmental
disclosure and
remediation
Single-family
residential occupancy
regulations

Optional,
Not included

Optional,
Included

The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
No reference This requirement is typically applicable for industrial redevelopment projects.

Various

If King George County has any brownfield sites, King George County may wish to
consider incorporating this optional provision.
The Zoning Ordinance defines Dwelling, one family (single-family) as “a residential
building designed for or occupied exclusively by one family.”
Further, the Zoning Ordinance defines Family as “one or more persons occupying a
single dwelling unit.”
Staff noted that the definition is ambiguous, and it is agreed that “or more persons”
could mean any number of persons in one dwelling unit. Recommend updating the
definition to define more clearly what a family is – limiting number of people, specifying
relation, etc.
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59.

60.

61.

VA Code
Section
15.216.

2286
(B)
2286.1

Intent
Zoning inspection
warrants

Payment of
outstanding debt,
taxes, fees
Open space provision,
cluster dwellings

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

Optional,
No reference It is a best practice to include this provision, as it allows a locality to acquire a warrant
Not included
if there is a suspected zoning ordinance violation. King George County should consider
if this provision in necessary to add.

Optional,
Included
No

5.3

Recommend adopting this permitted provision.
The Zoning Ordinance includes this provision, verbatim of the Code of Virginia.

The Zoning Ordinance has incorporated this section of the Code of Virginia.
11.1 – 11.6 This Code of Virginia section only applies to localities with growth rates of 10%, but not
to localities with population densities greater than 2,000 per square mile. According to
the US Census bureau, the population in April 2010 was 23,584. Based on estimates,
the population as of July 2019 was 26,836 – a 13.8% increase.
The Code of Virginia requires that cluster provisions be provided for all agriculture and
residential districts. The Zoning Ordinance allows cluster development in A-2, A-3, R-1,
R-2, and R-3.

62.

63.

2287

2288

Optional requirement
regarding property
interest of local
officials
Localities may not
require special
exception permits for
certain agriculture
activities

Recommend updating to allow cluster development in A-1 districts.
Optional,
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not include language about conflicts of interest for any
Not included
local officials or governing body.

Yes

2.3
2.4
2.5

Consider adopting this optional provision as outlined in the Code of Virginia to clarify
and to increase transparency in the application and review process.
This section of the Code of Virginia requires any production, agriculture, or silviculture
activity not be regulated through a conditional use or special exception in an area that
is zoned as an agricultural district or classification.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
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64.

65.

66.

67.

VA Code
Section
15.22288.01

2288.1

2288.2

2288.3

Intent
Localities may not
require special
exception permits for
small biomass
conversion

Compliance
Yes

Localities may not
require special
exception permits for
permitted residential
use

Yes

Localities may not
require special
exception permits for
certain temporary
structures (tents)
Localities may not
unduly regulate farm
wineries

Yes

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not require a special exception for small biomass
conversion. Further, the Zoning Ordinance does not include regulations for biomass
conversion; the only mention of “biomass” is in the Outdoor Wood Furnaces
regulations, which permits biomass pellets as a permitted fuel.
Recommend including small biomass conversion as a use and use standards in
agricultural districts.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not require special exceptions or conditional / special use
permits for residential uses as a condition to site plan, plan of development, or building
permit approval.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with the section of the Code of Virginia.

Yes

No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not require special exceptions or conditional / special use
permits for temporary structures; temporary structures are not mentioned directly as
a permitted use.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with the section of the Code of Virginia.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not provide regulations or standards for farm wineries;
thus, it does not unduly regulate them. It should be noted that while the Zoning
Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia, the Zoning Ordinance can
still offer farm winery as a use.
Recommend adding farm winery as a use.
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68.

VA Code
Section
15.22288.3:1

69.

2288.3:2

70.

2288.5

71.

2288.6

Intent

Compliance

Limited brewery
license; local regulation
of certain activities.

Yes

Limited distiller's
license; local regulation
of certain activities.

Definition and uses of
cemetery

Agricultural operations;
local regulation of
certain activities.

Yes

Partial

Yes

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not provide regulations or standards for breweries; thus, it
does not unduly regulate them. The Zoning Ordinance defines and allows breweries in
I-1 districts and microbreweries in C-1 districts.
Consideration should be given to allowing breweries in one or all the agricultural
districts. Breweries and agritourism, another recommended additional use, are gaining
popularity across rural counties in Virginia.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not provide regulations or standards for distilleries; thus, it
does not unduly regulate them. It should be noted that while the Zoning Ordinance
complies with this section of the Code of Virginia, the Zoning Ordinance can still offer
micro-distilleries and/or distilleries as a use.

2.3
2.4
2.5
2.9
2.3
2.4
2.5

Recommend adding micro-distilleries and/or distilleries as a use.
The Zoning Ordinance permits cemeteries in four districts but does not provide a
definition of cemetery.
Recommend supplying a definition for cemetery that reflects the definition which is
provided in the Code of Virginia § 54.1-2310.
The Zoning Ordinance does not regulate or provide use standards for specific
agricultural activities.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia. King George
County may want to list agritourism as a by-right use – and certain aspects can be
regulated through standards based on health, safety, welfare.
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72.

VA Code
Section
15.22288.7

Intent
Solar facilities; local
regulation

Compliance
No

Existing ZO
Section
2.3
2.4
2.12
4.16

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
This section of the Code of Virginia speaks to allowing small-scale solar facilities, which
are typically mounted over a building, parking lot, or other previously disturbed areas
and have a disturbance of less than two acres. The Zoning Ordinance allows and
provides use standards for solar farms – but does not explicitly include small-scale (roof
mounted) solar facilities. However, staff has indicated that roof-mounted small-scale
solar is now being allowed as an accessory use in residential districts – as a standard
practice.
In addition to residential districts, King George County should allow roof-mounted
small-scale solar as a by-right accessory use in agricultural districts with design
standards. Recommend clearly stating the permitted types, and in what districts.

73.

2289

Optional requirement
of disclosure of real
parties in interest for
special exception
permits

King George County may also wish to consider allowing small-scale solar in commercial,
and medium-scale (roof mounted) solar in industrial districts. Recommend including a
definition for each type of solar facility that is provided for in the ordinance.
Optional,
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not include regulations that require disclosure of interest
Not Included
or equity for use permits, re-zoning, or variances.
This is a recommended best practice that King George County may wish to consider
adding into the Zoning Ordinance.
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74.

VA Code
Section
15.22290

Intent

Compliance

Manufactured housing
uniformity (by-right in
Ag areas)

Partial

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

2.3
2.4
2.5

This section of the Code of Virginia requires that the placement of manufactured
houses on a permanent foundation and on individual lots shall be permitted in all
agricultural districts, subject to development standards.
The Zoning Ordinance permits manufactured dwellings by-right in all agricultural
districts. However, any manufactured dwellings “in addition to the primary dwelling”
requires a special exception.

75.

2291

Assisted living and
group homes of 8 or
fewer residents

Yes

2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
14.1

Recommend evaluating the special exception requirement for manufactured housing
as an accessory dwelling unit. Also see line item #77 for recommendation on temporary
health care structures.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia by permitting “group homes”
as a by-right use in all agriculture, residential, and mixed-use development districts.
Updates are needed to the definition; see recommendation below.
Consideration can be given to whether “dwelling, multifamily, elderly, etc.” and “group
home” achieve the same purpose. If so, consolidate to only “group home” and
updating definition to match that which is provide in this section of the Code of Virginia.
If it is determined that both uses are needed, recommend replacing the term with “life
care facility” or similar terminology.
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76.

77.

78.

VA Code
Section
15.22292

2292.1

2293

Intent
Zoning
provision/definition
family day home

Provision for
temporary family
health care structure

Airspace subject to
zoning ordinance

Compliance
Partial

No

No

Existing ZO
Section
1.9
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
14.1

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia by permitting
“family day homes” as a by-right use in all residential, agricultural, and mixed-use
development districts
The Zoning Ordinance’s definition of “family day home” largely complies with the Code
of Virginia; with two small discrepancies. This section of the Code of Virginia requires
that a locality allow for a “family day home” that serves one to four children; a facility
serving five to twelve children must be licensed. The Zoning Ordinance’s definition
includes one to five children.

Recommend updating the definition of “family day home” to read as one to four
children, rather than one to five. Consideration should be given to including a “licensed
family day home” use for five to twelve children.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not currently establish “temporary health care structure”
as a permitted use; therefore, it is not allowed in any zoning districts.
Recommend defining “temporary health care” and “temporary health care structure”
to mirror the requirements of this section of the Code of Virginia and regulate the use
of these facilities in accordance with Code of Virginia requirements.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not include language that subjects the airspace to the
regulations of the ordinance, though this may be occurring in practice.
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79.

VA Code
Section
15.22293.1

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Amateur radio antenna
placement

Partial

4.12

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance does not include specific language that provides for amateur
radios as a use or provide standards; telecommunications towers are provided as a use
in the A-1, A-2, C-1, and I-1 districts, subject to use standards.
Section 4.12.13 lists “amateur radios” on a list of excluded uses that are not subject to
the ordinance’s regulations for wireless telecommunications facilities.
This section of the Code of Virginia states that localities that had a population density
of 120 persons or less per square mile according to the 1990 United States census, shall
not restrict amateur radio antenna height to less than 200 feet above ground level as
permitted by the Federal Communications Commission or restrict the number of
support structures. At the time of the 1990 Census, King George County had ~74 people
/ square mile.

80.

2293.2

Regulation of
helicopter use

Yes

Recommend updating in which districts, and what areas, amateur radio towers may be
placed. Include a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
No reference The section inherently complies with the Code of Virginia. The Zoning Ordinance does
not currently address helicopter use; thus, it does not allow this as a principal use.
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81.

VA Code
Section
15.22294

Intent
Airport safety
restrictions

Compliance
No

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference This section of the Code of Virginia requires that any locality that hosts a licensed
airport or United States government or military air facility is located, or approach slopes
and other safety zones of a licensed airport shall provide for the regulation of the
height of structures and natural growth. The Code of Virginia allows this to be a
standalone ordinance, or through an overlay district/zone within the Zoning Ordinance.
The Zoning Ordinance does not include any airport safety restrictions.

82.

2295

Given the location of Naval Support Facility Dahlgren, and the expressed desire for a
military overlay, King George County should consider whether airport safety
restrictions are needed. Airport safety regulations can be provided for in a military
overlay.
Optional aircraft noise
Optional,
No reference This section of the Code of Virginia provides that a locality may enforce building
attenuation ordinances Not included
regulations relating to the provision and installation of acoustical treatment measures.
Additionally, this section of the Code of Virginia allows a locality to adopt a noise
overlay zone that regulates noise and sounds differently than base districts.
King George County has standalone noise regulations, Chapter 10, Article I, Section 108. This chapter states that “Sound produced by or emanating from United States
military facilities” is exempt from the Noise Ordinance regulations.

83.

2295.1

Optional mountain
ridge construction
ordinances

Optional,
N/A

N/A

King George County should consider whether adding provisions for the installation of
acoustical treatments is something they would like to include. Otherwise, it is expected
that the benefits of a noise overlay zone will be achieved through adopting a military /
airport safety overlay zone with regulations – that can include regulations pertaining
to noise.
King George County does not have mountain ridges that meet the definition of
“protected mountain ridge”; not applicable.
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84.

VA Code
Section
15.22295.2

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Optional,
No reference
Optional authority to
Not Included
create zoning
modification in dam
break inundation zones

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
This section of the Code of Virginia allows a locality to, by ordinance, require
modification of an application for zoning modification, a conditional use permit, or a
special exception for the area of a development that is proposed within a mapped dam
break inundation zone.
King George County has designated dam break inundation zones (source: DCR, Virginia
Flood Risk Information Systems map).

85.

2296

86.

2297

87.

2298

88.

2299

89.

2300

Conditional zoning legislative policy
Conditional zoning rezoning/map
amendments

Yes

5.3

Yes

5.3.7

Conditional zoning high- growth
amendments
Conditional zoning enforcement

Yes

5.3.7

Yes

5.3.7

Conditional zoning records

No

King George County may wish to adopt this optional provision, with a reference to this
section of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance provides for conditional zoning at the time of rezoning and
complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance supplies language that provides the option for property owners
to voluntarily proffer conditions with a rezoning application. This section of the Zoning
Ordinance mirrors that which is provided in, and complies with, § 15.2-2297 of the
Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.

The Zoning Ordinance includes a statement and reference to this section of the Code
of Virginia that reads, “Enforcement of conditions accepted and imposed by the
rezoning shall be the responsibility of the Zoning Administrator subject to the
provisions of Va. Code, Section 15.2-2299 -- 15.2- 2302.”

The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia.
No reference Recommend including language in the Zoning Ordinance that requires accepted
proffers to be indexed, recorded, and maintained in the office of the Zoning
Administrator.
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90.

91.

VA Code
Section
15.22301

2302

92.

2303

93.

2303.1

94.

2303.1:1

Intent

Compliance

Conditional zoning petitions for review of
decision

No

Existing ZO
Section

No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not include the process for petitioning a decision. Appeals
for the BZA are discussed, but no appeal language is provided for conditional rezoning.

Conditional zoning amendments and
variations

Partial

Conditional zoning certain localities
Binding development
agreements - certain
localities
Cash proffer option process

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

5.3.7

Recommend including the language provided in, and a reference to, § 15.2-2301 of the
Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia and provides
similar language.
This section can be strengthened with a reference to § 15.2-2302 of the Code of
Virginia. Additional revisions that can strengthen this language include text that details
the process for amendments after adoption, as well as a provision that allows the
waiving of a hearing on any amendment that does not affect use or density.
This section of the Code of Virginia does not apply to the King George County; it is not
next to a county that utilizes the urban county executive form of government.
This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to the County of New Kent.

No reference This section of the Code of Virginia provides that cash proffers cannot be accepted until
after final inspection and prior to certificate of occupancy.
The Zoning Ordinance provides for cash proffers, but the Zoning Ordinance does not
include any language for cash proffers for residential construction on a per-dwelling
unit or per-home basis.
Recommend adding text to conform to this requirement of §15.2-2303.1:1 of the Code
of Virginia.
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95.

VA Code
Section
15.22303.2

96.

2303.3

97.

2303.4

98.

2304

99.

2305

Intent

Compliance

Proffer cash payments
and expenditures process

No

Cash proffer requested
or accepted conditions
- process

No

Provisions applicable to
certain proffers

No

Affordable dwelling
ordinances - certain
localities
Affordable dwelling
ordinances

N/A

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference The Zoning Ordinance includes the option for cash proffers but does not include the
requirements of this section of the Code of Virginia.
.
Recommend including a statement in the Zoning Ordinance that states “King George
County shall expend, track, and monitor cash proffers in accordance with § 15.2-2303.2
of the Code of Virginia.”
No reference The Zoning Ordinance includes the option for cash proffers but does not include the
requirements of this section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend that the Zoning Ordinance include the requirements for a locality to
accept a cash proffer, as outlined in the applicable § 15.2-2300 - § 15.2-2303.3 of the
Code of Virginia.
No reference This section of The Code of Virginia provides that no locality can require an
unreasonable proffer for residential development or uses but allows onsite and offsite
proffers that the applicant deems reasonable.

N/A

While this is a procedural requirement, the section of the Code of Virginia should be
included and referenced in the Zoning Ordinance as a best practice.
Only applicable to Counties of Albemarle and Loudoun, and the Cities of Alexandria and
Fairfax.

Optional,
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not currently reference or mention affordable housing.
Not included
This section of the Code of Virginia is an optional provision that may be considered.
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100.

101.

102.

VA Code
Section
15.22306

2306.1

2307

Intent
Optional historical site
preservation

Establishment of
working waterfront
development areas

Protection of vested
rights for nonconforming uses

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

Optional,
No reference Section 9.10 of the Floodplain Management Overlay District regulations supply
Not included
definitions that relate to historic structures. Additionally, section 9.14 of the Floodplain
Management Overlay District regulations state that historic structures are to be
considered for variances to floodplain regulations. No other mention of historic
structures is provided in the Zoning Ordinance.
King George County may wish to consider the establishment of a historic overlay
district for the protection of historic areas. This would be a separate effort from the
comprehensive ordinance update, as it requires additional historic surveys and
architectural review guidelines. This does not appear to be a priority based on the
Comprehensive Plan.
Optional,
No reference While King George does not have any designated working waterfronts currently,
Not included
neighboring localities do. Specifically, Colonial Beach in adjacent Westmoreland County
(according to Northern Neck PDC data.) Working waterfront development areas may
grant incentives and provide some regulatory flexibility to encourage water dependent
industries and activities.

No

1.10

This does not appear to be a priority based on the Comprehensive Plan.
The Zoning Ordinance states that, “If a nonconforming structure is destroyed in whole
or in part, the Governing Body may approve the repair or replacement of the structure
by special exception…”
§ 15.2-2307 of the Code of Virginia allows that a nonconforming structure is allowed
to be rebuilt as it was, without a special exception, if the structure was destroyed by a
fire, disaster, or an Act of God.
Recommend updating these provisions of the Zoning Ordinance to include the
language, as provided in § 15.2-2307 of the Code of Virginia.
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103.

VA Code
Section
15.22307.1

Intent
Commercial fishing

Compliance
No

104.

2308

Zoning appeal board

Yes

105.

2308.1

Boards of zoning
appeals, ex parte
communications,
proceedings.
Zoning appeal board
powers and duties

No

106.

107.

2309

2310

Application for special
exceptions and
variance

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference This section requires that registered commercial fishermen and seafood buyers who
have operated their businesses from their waterfront residences for 20+ years shall not
be prohibited from continuing their businesses.

5.6

King George County has residential commercial fisherman; this provision should be
incorporated into the Zoning Ordinance.
Sections 5.6.1 – 5.6.9 comply with § 15.2-2308 of the Code of Virginia

Recommend updating the text with reference to § 15.2-2308 of the Code of Virginia
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not mention ex parte communications.
Recommend adding language and a reference to § 15.2-2308.1 of the Code of Virginia

Partial

Partial

5.6

Sections 5.6.1 – 5.6.9 of the Zoning Ordinance provide a thorough overview of the
powers and duties, as outlined in this section of the Code of Virginia.

The Zoning Ordinance does not mention variances considering those persons with a
disability; recommend including this language as provided in § 15.2-2309 of the Code
of Virginia.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance includes a robust overview of general BZA and Special Exception
provisions and procedures but lacks some specificity.
This section of the Zoning Ordinance could be strengthened by including the general
statement of who can apply for a variance and the statement that “no special use
permits, variances, or other actions shall be authorized except after notice and hearing
as required by § 15.2-2204 of the Code of Virginia.”
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108.

109.

VA Code
Section
15.22311

2312

110.

2313

111.

2314

112.

2315

113.

2316

114.

2316.1

Intent
Optional appeals to
Board of Zoning
Appeals - process

Appeals to Board
procedure - process

Prevention of
construction not in
accordance with
ordinance - process
Writ of Certiorari to
review Board's decision

Conflict of state and
local ordinance
Validation of
ordinances prior to
1971
Definitions regarding
transfer of
development rights
(TDRs)

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Partial

5.6.7

Partial

5.6.8

Yes

5.6.9

Yes

5.7

Yes

1.8

N/A

N/A

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Ordinance text complies with legislation binding decision by BZA and the stay of civil
penalties. Section 5.6.7 of the Zoning Ordinance closely mirrors this section of the Code
of Virginia, letters A-C, but does not include letter D.
Recommend including letter D, as provided in § 15.2-2311 of the Code of Virginia,
which provides that if the Board's attempt to reach a decision results in a tie vote, the
matter may be carried over until the next scheduled meeting.
This section of the Code of Virginia allows a BZA ninety days to make its decision on a
matter; the Zoning Ordinance provides for sixty days.
To comply with this section of the Code of Virginia, recommend increasing the
timeframe for BZA decision from sixty to ninety days.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia; it includes
verbatim language from this section of the Code of Virginia.

The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia; it includes
language from this section.
King George County may wish to include further provisions and process details as
outlined in § 15.2-2314 of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of Virginia; it includes
verbatim language from this section of the Code of Virginia.
The King George County Zoning Ordinance was first adopted in 1987.

Optional,
No reference This section of the Code of Virginia provides definitions for Transfer of Development
Not included
Rights programs. King George County does not have a transfer of development rights
program.
See line item 115 for recommendation.
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115.

116.

117.

VA Code
Section
15.22316.2

2316.3

2316.4

118. 2316.4:1

Intent
Optional provisions for
transfer of
development rights

Definitions regarding
small cell facilities

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

Optional,
No reference This section of the Code of Virginia allows localities the option to establish TDR
Not included
programs, in which a locality may designate receiving areas/properties that shall
receive development rights only from certain sending areas/properties. This is typically
used by counties as a rural area preservation tool.

No

Permitting and review
of small cell facilities

No

Zoning; Other wireless
facilities

No

The Zoning Ordinance does not include TDR standards or procedures. King George
County may wish to include provisions for a TDR program; however, sending and
receiving areas should be identified in the Comprehensive Plan. It is recommended to
explore TDR in the next Comprehensive Plan update. If incorporated, language as
outlined in § 15.2-2316.2 of the Code of Virginia should be included in the Zoning
Ordinance.
No reference This section of the Code of Virginia establishes the definitions for telecommunications
facilities. The Zoning Ordinance defines “telecommunication facility” and provides use
standards but does not include any language on small cell facilities.
Recommend updating with the applicable telecommunications definitions of § 15.22316.3 of the Code of Virginia and including new definitions, such as small cell and
administrative review project.
No reference The Zoning Ordinance does not include regulations or language for small cell facilities.
Regulations should be added to comply with § 15.2-2316.3 - § 15.2-2316.4:3 of the
Code of Virginia.
No reference The Code of Virginia §15.2-2316.4:1 requires that localities cannot require a special use
permit, special exception, or a variance for “administrative-review eligible projects”.
The Zoning Ordinance does not define “administrative review eligible projects.”
Recommend updating the Zoning Ordinance’s definitions section to include all relevant
definitions included in § 15.2-2316.3 of the Code of Virginia and to amend the Zoning
Ordinance to establish “administrative review eligible projects” as a by right use.
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VA Code
Section
15.2119. 2316.4:2

120. 2316.4:3

121.

2316.5

Intent

Compliance

Application reviews for
small cell facilities

No

Additional provisions
for zoning applications
of telecommunications
facilities

No

Moratorium on zoning
applications from
wireless service
providers prohibited

Yes

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference § 15.2-2316.4:2 of the Code of Virginia establishes the guidelines for review
applications for small cell facilities. It explicitly prevents applications from being denied
for various reasons and states the type of requirements that localities cannot require
in their applications.
Recommend including requirements specific to telecommunications that explicitly
states the review process and decision guidelines within § 15.2-2316.4:2 of the Code
of Virginia.
No reference § 15.2-2316.4:3 of the Code of Virginia establishes that localities cannot require zoning
approval for routine maintenance or for the replacement of existing wireless facilities.
Recommend including a statement to the “telecommunication facility” standards that
states, “A locality shall not require zoning approval for (i) routine maintenance or (ii)
the replacement of wireless facilities or wireless support structures within a six-foot
perimeter with wireless facilities or wireless support structures that are substantially
similar or the same size or smaller” and a reference to § 15.2-2316.4:3 of the Code of
Virginia.
No reference King George County does not have a moratorium on zoning applications from wireless
service providers.
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122.

VA Code
Section
15.22316.6

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Section

Siting of solar projects
and energy storage
projects – definitions

Yes

4.16

Consultant Comments/Recommendations
This section of the Code of Virginia provides definitions that pertain to § 15.2-2316.6
et. seq. of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance includes “solar farm” use standards, which include the
statement, “The purpose and intent of this section is to provide for the siting,
development, and decommissioning of solar energy projects in King George County…”
Recommend breaking “solar farm” standards away from general regulations for siting
of solar projects – to provide regulations specifically for siting of solar projects,
following the outline of the provisions of § 15.2-2316.6 et. seq. of the Code of Virginia.
Further, use standards should be provided individually for small-, medium-, and utilityscale solar.
Recommend updating this section of the Zoning Ordinance, and all Zoning Ordinance
references, to use the term “solar project.” Currently, the Zoning Ordinance uses the
terms “solar energy project,” “solar systems,” and “solar energy system.” Recommend
providing a minimal amount of terminology, to avoid confusion – and to use what is
provided in the Code of Virginia. Recommend rephrasing “solar farm” to be coined
“utility scale solar” – this would be to complement the addition of small- and mediumscale solar.
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123.

VA Code
Section
15.22316.7

Intent
Negotiations; siting
agreement

Compliance
No

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference This section of the Code of Virginia requires that any applicant for a solar project or an
energy storage project give written notice to the locality and request a meeting, where
applicant and locality shall discuss and negotiate a siting agreement. This section of the
Code of Virginia also provides language for siting agreements contents.
Recommend including a section to provide regulations specifically for siting of solar
projects, following the outline of the provisions of § 15.2-2316.6 et. seq. of the Code
of Virginia.

124.

2316.8

Powers of host
localities

No

Recommend including the provisions that requires an applicant to have a siting
agreement meeting. King George County may wish to include in the Zoning Ordinance
what items or elements are to be included in the agreement. § 15.2-2316.7 of the Code
of Virginia provides examples.
No reference This section of the Code of Virginia states the powers of localities regarding the siting
of solar facilities. Powers include i. hiring consultants, ii. discussing a siting agreement
with an applicant, iii. entering into a binding siting agreement; and presenting the
agreement at a public hearing.
Recommend including a section to provide regulations specifically for siting of solar
projects, following the outline of the provisions of § 15.2-2316.6 et. seq. of the Code
of Virginia.
Recommend including this list of powers that a locality has for the siting of solar
projects.
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125.

VA Code
Section
15.22316.9

Intent

Compliance

Effect of executed
siting agreement; land
use approval

No

Existing ZO
Section

Consultant Comments/Recommendations

No reference This section of the Code of Virginia states that all land use approvals shall be necessary
for a solar facility, a siting agreement shall deem the project in accordance with a
Comprehensive Plan, but other land use approvals will be required; and that a
governing body cannot deny approval solely based on the absence of a siting
agreement.
Recommend including a section to provide regulations specifically for siting of solar
projects, following the outline of the provisions of § 15.2-2316.6 et. seq. of the Code
of Virginia.
Recommend including these provisions as provided in §15.2-2316.9 of the Code of
Virginia
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1. Organization

2. Definitions

Consultant Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance is largely in compliance with the Code of Virginia, but it could benefit from a reorganization of various sections
and content. Improvements include consolidation of all application and notice procedures into a revised article; this article should
include the language for all application processes and procedures, including the procedure for advertisement and notification of public
hearings discussing appeals, adoptions, variances, special exceptions, or boundary interpretations.
We typically recommend that the following organization: General ordinance provisions (effective date, severability, applicability,
jurisdiction, conflict, etc.); Permits & Applications; Districts (including dimensional standards); District Use Matrix; Use Performance
Standards; Community Design Standards; Nonconformities; Subdivision; and Definitions. This may be modified with consideration to
the specific administration needs identified by County staff.
Many of the definitions and uses required by the Code of Virginia are included in the Zoning Ordinance. Recommend including the
following definitions and/or uses: cemetery, temporary healthcare structure, military installation, small- and medium-scale solar
facility, amateur radio tower, small cell facility, administrative review only project, and small biomass conversion. In addition to these
definitions, it is recommended to include and define any uses that are not currently included in the Zoning Ordinance; specific
recommendations will evolve overtime, as community and staff input is gathered.

Staff noted a particular desire to redefine “personal service establishment” to include tattoo shops. King George may include this as a
“personal service establishment”, or if more control is desired, King George County may wish to consider tattoo shops as a separate
use. Staff feedback also included expanding “personal service establishment” to include additional uses. Recommend redefining this
use, which should abate any ambiguity – the definition should be tailored for uses such as salons, grooming, tailors, dry cleaning, etc.
Recommend defining “personal improvement services” to correlate with uses such as spas, gyms, and hobby instruction.
3. Telecommunications The Zoning Ordinance’s provisions for telecommunications and wireless facilities would benefit from updates to comply with the Code
of Virginia. General recommendations include providing additional language on wireless facilities, as written in the Code of Virginia;
including necessary terms that are not defined – these include small cell facility and administrative review only projects; including a
hierarchy of preferred projects; and including use standards that promote colocation and innovative design. Staff noted a desire on
welcoming in more broadband access/facilities; ensuring the Zoning Ordinance provides for the appropriate and correct amount of
regulation can aid in this goal.
See line items #116 - #120 for specific recommendations.
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4. Use Matrix / Uses

5. Use Standards

Consultant Recommendations
Uses for each district should be comprehensively updated and streamlined for all permitted uses and uses allowed by special exception;
streamline terms to combine specific terms into broad categories (example: bowling alley and indoor commercial recreation facility
can be combined into one term). Update terms to remove outdated terms (boarding or rooming house) and include modern terms
(brewery, food or mobile truck, etc.) Staff suggested that the King George Economic Development staff may have insight into needed
uses. Staff has noted the need for several uses, including electric car docking stations, gun ranges, short-term rentals, and food trucks.
Recommend updating home occupation regulations to include a class A and B; this will provide more control and allow varying
intensities of home occupations within different districts.
Many localities utilize a composite use matrix that shows all districts, uses, and how those uses are regulated. King George should
decide if a use matrix is something that they would like to include into the Zoning Ordinance, in addition to or in lieu of listing the uses
in each district section.
The use standards with be evaluated to identify additional standards and/or to remove any provisions that are too restrictive or have
proven burdensome. Use standards for additional uses may be necessary to mitigate impacts of new by-right uses. Staff has indicated
the need for standards for electric car docking stations, gun ranges, short-term rentals, and food trucks. Use standards should be
provided to ensure tailored control over how these uses develop and impact the community.
The Zoning Ordinance supplies use standards for some terms that are defined and listed as uses. However, some terms are not defined
or listed as a use in any of the district regulations. For example, use standards are provided for outdoor theaters; if this is a use that is
currently in King George County, recommend defining this use and providing it in the use matrix / updated list of uses, where permitted.
Additional terms that have use standards but are not listed as a specific use or specifically defined include RV parks, keeping of chickens
and honeybees, and outdoor wood furnaces – among others.
Use standards for all uses should be in one article. Currently, the definition for home occupations includes use standards; recommend
relocating these from the definitions into the use standards.
Recommendations for use standards (and uses) will evolve as the project progresses and staff and community input show what uses
are needed, and the level of regulation desired to ensure balance for everyone.
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6. Solar Facilities

7. Setbacks and Site
Dimensions Chart
/Matrix.

Consultant Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance includes a “solar farm” use and provides use standards. The Code of Virginia is allowing various other solar
facilities; in addition to small- and medium-scale solar, this includes community and utility-, multi-family-, shared-, and power-purchase
agreement, etc. Aside from Chapter 22 of the Code of Virginia, solar provisions can also be found in § 56.585.1 et seq and § 56.594 et
seq. Recommend addressing all forms of solar facilities and supplying appropriate use standards, with the appropriate Code of Virginia
references.
Additionally, recent changes have been made to the Code of Virginia that require a solar developer to submit their interest in writing
and the ability to establish a siting agreement with the locality. Recommend including these provisions into the Zoning Ordinance.
Currently, the Zoning Ordinance includes dimensional standards for lot area and width and minimum yard dimensions. Dimensional
standards not included are height minimum and/or maximums, lot coverage minimums and/or maximums, and setbacks (for all
districts.)

Recommend incorporating a “Setback and Site Dimensions Chart” that can include height limits, lot coverage, setbacks, etc. This
provides ease for the reader and provides one place for each districts’ dimensions information. See the Land Use Policy Evaluation
Report for further explanation and recommendation.
8. Fees / fee schedule The Zoning Ordinance includes several mentions of “fees” and/or that fees are subject to change at the discretion of the governing
body. The Zoning Ordinance does not include any specific or established fee amounts; King George County provides a “Planning and
Zoning Fee Schedule” as a standalone document. Staff noted that the King George County approach to fees is to publicly adopt a fee
schedule with the budget advertisements, etc.

9. Timing of
Review/Approval

§ 15.2-107 of the Code of Virginia requires that all fees are adopted by ordinance. We typically recommend that the fees be adopted
separately from the zoning ordinance. Some communities adopt fees as an uncodified ordinance, while others adopt as a codified
ordinance. We defer to King George County’s legal counsel on the fee adoption process.
Several sections of the Zoning Ordinance include more-restrictive timeframes than the Code of Virginia dictates. Specifically, the Code
of Virginia allows a BZA ninety days to reach a decision and the Zoning Ordinance allows sixty days. Recommend updating this
timeframe to match the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance states that the Zoning Administrator shall review site plans but does not provide a timeframe for review.
Recommend providing that the Zoning Administrator shall provide approval or disapproval within 60 days – as provided in the Code of
Virginia.
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10. Cash Proffers

11. Civil Penalties

12. Landscaping,
Screening, and
Buffers
13. Off-Street Parking

Consultant Recommendations
The Zoning Ordinance provides for cash proffers, but does not provide specific process, regulations, and/or limitations that are provided
in § 15.2-2303:1.1 through § 15.2-2303.3 of the Code of Virginia. Recommend reviewing these provisions and including in the Zoning
Ordinance.
As a best practice, consider consolidating penalties from Articles II and VI into a single section and including a reference to The Code
of Virginia §15.2–2209. Staff expressed that the penalties are too low; currently, King George County’s civil penalty amounts are less
than the maximum amounts listed in the Code of Virginia; recommend increasing the penalty amounts to align with the Code of Virginia
maximums ($200 for initial summons, and $500 for each additional.) Additionally, recommend including the following: a clear process
for how to file a complaint of violation, the process for notification by summons, summons content, and established timeframes for
response to a summons – among any other details that King George wishes to include.
Recommend updating to place all landscaping requirements in one section of the Zoning Ordinance; an applicability matrix may be
included to easily show the varying levels of landscaping and to which zones they apply, depending on what the adjacent zoning may
be. This will keep landscaping requirements relatively uniform, while still addressing various intensities of development.
Off-street parking requirements should be streamlined and updated for ease of reading; particularly the section that details how many
parking spaces are required for the various uses. Staff expressed a desire to include parking regulations for “Technical Schools and
other common uses.” Further recommend expanding the provided list of uses; all uses should be considered in parking regulations.
Parking requirements should include provisions that require parking for a specific business to be in the vicinity off / on property of the
building

Recommend updating overall parking requirements to be modernized and include recent best practices. Further, parking requirements
– including coverage, number of spaces, etc. – are something that may evolve as the ordinance update continues and public input is
received.
14. Non-Conformities Recommend updating this section to clearly differentiate the requirements and processes for each: nonconforming lots, structures,
and uses. As written, text for lots and structures overlaps. § 15.2-2307 of the Code of Virginia allows that a nonconforming structure
is allowed to be rebuilt as it was, without a special exception, if the structure was destroyed by a fire, disaster, or an Act of God.
Recommend updating these provisions of the Zoning Ordinance to include the language, as provided in § 15.2-2307 of the Code of
Virginia.
15. Accessory Dwelling Currently, the Zoning Ordinance only includes accessory uses and structures as a permitted use, but prohibits using them for dwellings.
Units (ADU)
Recommend updating to allow the conversion of “accessory structures or uses” to accessory dwelling units in residential and
agricultural districts, and potentially permitted by special exception in commercial districts. Recommend including tailored use
standards for accessory dwellings units. The use standards can regulate items such as minimum and maximum floor area or size,
parking, location, and amount of ADUs per parcel, among other standards.
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16. Ordinance Review

Consultant Recommendations
Institute an annual Zoning/Subdivision Ordinance review process with the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors. This
maintenance technique is a best practice to keep the County’s land use tools relevant and responsive to the needs of the community.

Staff expressed the need for a matrix or handout that shows the maximum allowance of farm animals. Staff noted an increase of
property owners of residentially zoned lots inquiring about farm animals or “small ag properties.” The Zoning Ordinance supplies
standards for the keeping of bees and chickens within R-1 and R-2 districts; standards include maximum chicken or hive quantity,
enclosure setbacks, minimum acreage, etc. This topic should be further discussed with staff to determine what changes are needed in
the ordinance. A “residential farm” use and performance standards could be introduced to address these activities.
Source: https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title15.2/chapter22/
17. Farm Animal
“Matrix”
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Subdivision Ordinance Diagnostic

1.

2.

VA Code
Section 15.22209.1

2209.1.1

Intent

Compliance

Extension of approvals
to address housing
crisis

N/A

Extension of approvals
to address the COVID19 pandemic.

3.

2240

Authority to develop
subdivision ordinances

4.

2241
(A)

5.

(1)

Mandatory provisions
of a subdivision
ordinance:
Plat standards under
Virginia Public Records
Act

N/A

Existing SO
Section
N/A

N/A

Yes

1.3

–

–

Yes

1.4.1

(See below)

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
This section of the Code of Virginia extends approvals of final site plans,
special exceptions, special use permits, and rezoning to assist in
addressing the housing crisis to July 1, 2020 – and allows further extension
of approval by locality.
Extension period has passed. No change required.
In light of the Covid-19 pandemic, this section of the Code of Virginia
extends approvals of final site plans, special exceptions, special use
permits, and rezoning to July 1, 2022, and allows further extension of
approval by locality.
A text amendment is not necessary to comply with this section of the
Code of Virginia, but King George County should be implementing this in
practice.
Article 1 provides a section that states the authority and process of
enactment for the Subdivision Ordinance – a current reference to the
Code of Virginia is included.
See line items #5 - #11
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the following statement, “Plat details
shall meet the standard for plats as adopted under Section 42.1-82 of the
Virginia Public Records Act, (Code of Virginia, 42.1-82).”
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
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6.

7.

8.

VA Code
Section 15.2(2)

(3)

(4)

Intent
Street coordination
regulations

Drainage, flood control,
impounding structures,
dam break inundation
zones, light and air, soil
characteristics

Street grading and
improvement,
water/storm/sewer

Compliance
Yes

Yes

Existing SO
Section
8.3

Various

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Subdivision Ordinance states that all new streets must provide the
continuation – and conform – to existing streets. It does specify that this
is to include not only location, but grades, width, or drainage elements as
well.
Recommend updating this section to specify that streets must not only
provide continuation of existing streets, but also provide continuation of
grades, width, and drainage – as closely as possible.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes various provisions and statements
that meet the requirement for this section of the Code of Virginia.
Section 8.2, Land Suitability states that plats will not be approved if they
are not suitable for various reasons – flooding and soil compatibility
among the reasons. Section 8.10 provides regulations for stormwater
management and drainage.

Yes

Article 8

The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
Sections 8.3 et seq. provide minimum standards for the development and
improvement of roads. The Subdivision Ordinance requires that all roads
meet the standards of VDOT.
Section 8.9.1 et seq. provide minimum standards for utilities, including
placement and easements.
Storm drainage and stormwater management requirements are provided
in Section 8.10 et seq.
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

VA Code
Section 15.2(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Intent
Acceptance of public
use of ROW and other
site-related
improvements that
require financing

Conveyance to utility,
cable, etc. companies

Monument regulations

Plat recordation period

Compliance
Yes

Existing SO
Section
Article 8
3.8.4

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
Section 8.3 of the Subdivision Ordinance states, “all street rights-of-way
shall be dedicated for public use except as otherwise provided for in this
Ordinance.”
Section 3.8.4 requires cash escrow or bond guaranteed to cover the
completion of all public improvements.

Partial

Yes

Yes

Various

8.8

3.12.5

The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
The Subdivision Ordinance requires that the location of utility easements
be indicated on Preliminary and Final Plats. The ordinance does not
include the 30-day timeframe for developers to grant an easement after
a written request has been submitted by a utility operator.
Recommend including the 30-day timeframe requirement, as written in
the Code of Virginia, where appropriate.
Sections 8.8.1 et seq. provide for monument regulations, including
general property monuments and control monuments, and it provides the
requirements for notation of monuments on plats.
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
The Subdivision Ordinance requires that a final plat be recorded within 5
years – the Code of Virginia provides for six months, or longer if
determined by the governing body. The Subdivision Ordinance does not
provide language for what happens if the final plat is not recorded after
being approved, as provided in this section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend updating this section with a time frame that reflects the
Code of Virginia, and providing more information on recordation, as
written in this section of the Code of Virginia, with references. It is
recommended that an approved final plat be recorded within six months,
and then said recorded plat be valid for five years thereafter.
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13.

VA Code
Section 15.2(9)

Intent
Administration and
enforcement of
ordinance (fees) process

Compliance
Partial

Existing SO
Section
1.4.4
2.1.2
2.3

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
Article 1, Section 1.4.4 states that a subdivider shall submit a review fee
[…] in such amount as the Governing Body may by resolution from time
to time provide.” Article 2, Section 2.1.2. states that a duty of the
Subdivision Agent is to collect plat fees. Article 2, Section 2.3 states, “the
Governing Body shall also adopt by resolution such schedule of fees for
examination and processing of plats as deemed appropriate.”
King George County provides a “Planning and Zoning Fee Schedule” as a
standalone document.

14.

(10)

15.

(11)

16.

2241
(B)

Sale of parcel to family
member (2244) process
Release of performance
guarantee (2245) process

Security Requirements

Yes

7.1

Yes

3.8.5

No

No reference

§ 15.2-107 of the Code of Virginia requires that all fees are adopted by
ordinance. Recommend adopting an ordinance that exists separate from
the Zoning/Subdivision Ordinance(s) that lists all desired fee amounts.
Article 7, Family Subdivision, provides for the division of lots for family
conveyance. See lines items #33 - #35 for further detail.
The Subdivision Ordinance states that “the governing body shall authorize
the periodic partial and final release of a bond, escrow, letter of credit or
other performance guarantee when the subdivider or developer has
satisfied the requirement of Section 15.2-2245 of the Code of Virginia.”
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia states that bonds can only be required
for those improvements that are on the approved plat or plan. While the
Subdivision Ordinance states the bond be for “public improvements,” it
does not include this specification.
Recommend including this language and provided a reference to this
section of the Code of Virginia.
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17.

VA Code
Section 15.22241.1

18.

2242

19.

(1)

20.

21.

(2)

(3)

Intent

Compliance

Bonding requirements process

No

Subdivision ordinance
optional provisions:
Subdivision exceptions

Public health official
opinion or public
system connection

Maintenance
disclaimer for private
streets (non-VDOT)

Existing SO
Section
No reference

–

–

Optional,
Included

9.1
9.2

(See below)

Optional,
Partially
Included

Optional,
Included

2.4

6.5 (h)

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
This section of the Code of Virginia provides that bonds need not be
provided for public use facilities until construction plans are provided for
that section.
The provisions for bonds are within Section 3.8, Construction Plans,
Profiles, and Specifications, as such, this requirement may be implied.
However, for clarity, recommend including this language and providing a
reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
See line items #19 - #29
The Subdivision Ordinance states that exceptions can be granted when
the subdivider faces a hardship, an unshared hardship, and when the
exception would not be a detriment.
The Subdivision Ordinance provides the process for exceptions, including
the submission of request and review process.
The Subdivision Ordinance states that authorized agents of VDH shall
review the water supply and sewage disposal facilities on all tentative and
final plats.
The Subdivision Ordinance does not require that development that abuts
a public utility main be connected to that main. Recommend including a
statement that requires this connection to public utilities if new
development abuts existing mains.
Article 4, Access Standards, and Section 8.3, Streets, both require that all
roads public or private) are made to comply with the standards of the
Virginia Department of Transportation.
Section 6.5, Plat Review, requires that all minor subdivisions with private
ROWs and roads have this disclaimer.
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22.

VA Code
Section 15.2(4)

Intent
Voluntary funding of
off-site road
improvements

23.

(5)

Pro-rata
reimbursement for
roads

24.

(6)

Solar energy provision

25.

(7)

26.

(8)

Escrowed funds
pursuant to provision 5
of Section 15.2-2241
Clustering of singlefamily dwellings and
preservation of open
space developments

Compliance
Optional, Not
Included

Existing SO
Section
No reference

Optional,
N/A

N/A

Optional, Not
included

No reference

Optional, N/A

N/A

Optional,
Included

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Subdivision Ordinance does not include provisions for the voluntary
funding and construction of off-site road improvements by a developer.
Recommend that King George County include this optional provision and
accompanying language, as written in this section of the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia applies to Arlington County, Fairfax
County, Loudoun County, Prince William County; in any town located
within such counties; in Bedford County, Pittsylvania County, Spotsylvania
County, and Stafford County; or in the Cities of Alexandria, Chesapeake,
Fairfax, Falls Church, Hampton, Manassas, Manassas Park, and
Portsmouth.
The Subdivision Ordinance does not include solar provisions.
At this time, it is not recommended to add this provision to the
Subdivision Ordinance. The Zoning Ordinance provides for solar farms /
facilities. See the Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic for recommendations.
This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to town localities with a
population of 14,500 – 15,000.
Article 5, Cluster Development Standards, includes a statement of
purpose for cluster developments, open space regulations, provisions for
pipestem lots, and a statement that cluster developments are reviewed
as a major subdivision plat. The Zoning Ordinance provides further
regulation of cluster development.
The Code of Virginia states that “in such areas identification of slopes,
species of woodlands or vegetation and whether any of such species are
diseased, the locations of species listed as endangered, threatened, or of
special concern, or riparian zones” are not to be included in any
calculations for cluster divisions. Section 5.2 (D) of the Subdivision
Ordinance requires that 80% of open space be free from the
abovementioned items. Recommend removing this requirement, as it
goes against the Code of Virginia.
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27.

VA Code
Section 15.2(9)

28.

(10)

29.

(11)

Intent
Sidewalk provision
Phase I Environmental
Assessment provision

Disclosure and
remediate provision

30.

(12)

Dedication of land for
sidewalk in the
Northern Virginia
Transportation District

31.

2243

Pro-rata optional
payments

Compliance
Optional,
Included
Optional, Not
included

Optional, Not
included

Existing SO
Section
8.3.9
No reference

No reference

Optional,
N/A

N/A

Optional, Not
included

No reference

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Subdivision Ordinance requires sidewalks for all streets in commercial
districts, all subdivisions in residential districts of a certain size, and all
townhouse subdivisions.
The Subdivision Ordinance contains the following statement, “In
investigating the suitability of land for subdivision, the Governing Body
may require the subdivider to furnish topographic maps, soil reports,
established 100-year flood plain studies, and other information relevant
to such determination.”
Recommend including Phase I environmental site assessments (for
subdivisions located on former industrial properties) to this list.
The Subdivision Ordinance does not contain this provision.
Recommend including a provision that requires the disclosure of
contamination and other adverse environmental conditions and including
a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia. A potential section to
include this would be section 8.2, Land Suitability, of Article 8.
This section of the Code of Virginia is only applicable to towns located in
the Northern Virginia Transportation District: Counties of Arlington,
Fairfax, and Loudoun; the Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, and Fairfax;
and such other county or city contiguous to the district that agrees to join
the district.
This section of the Code of Virginia allows a locality to provide for
payments by a developer for the pro-rate share of utilities (water, sewer,
and drainage) if located on land outside of the development.
Recommend including this provision of the Code of Virginia with a
reference.
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32.

VA Code
Section 15.22243.1

33.

2244

34.

2244.1

35.

2244.2

36.

2245

37.

2245.1

Intent
Dam break inundation
zone payment

Subdivision must
provide for family
conveyance
Additional family
conveyance option
Conveyance to family
trust beneficiaries’
option
Subdivision
performance
guarantees – periodic
partial and final release

Cannot require removal
of trees for stormwater
pond

Compliance
Optional,
N/A

Existing SO
Section
N/A

Yes

7.1

Optional,
Included

7.1

Optional,
Not Included

No reference

Yes

3.8.5

Yes

No reference

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
This section of the Code of Virginia requires a developer to supply an
engineering study if a development lies within a dam break inundation
zone. King George has areas that are designated dam break inundation
zones. Source: DCR’s Virginia Flood Risk Information System Map.
Recommend including this provision that requires an engineering study
for any property that lies within a dam break inundation zone.
Article 7, Family Subdivision, provides for the division of lots for family
conveyance. A definition of family is provided that conforms to the
definition provided in this section of the Code of Virginia.
Article 7, Family Subdivision, provides that after a family subdivision
occurs, the new lot will not be transferred or sold to a non-immediate
family member for at least 5 years.
The Subdivision Ordinance does not include a provision that allows family
subdivisions be conveyed to beneficiaries of a trust, or for land held in a
trust.
Recommend that King George County include this provision.
The Subdivision Ordinance states, “the governing body shall authorize the
periodic partial and final release of a bond, escrow, letter of credit or
other performance guarantee when the subdivider or developer has
satisfied the requirement of Section 15.2-2245 of the Code of Virginia.”
This section could be strengthened by expanding this section to include
the process and detail, as outlined in this section of the Code of Virginia.
This Subdivision Ordinance does not mention the removal of trees for
stormwater management ponds; thus, it complies with this section of the
Code of Virginia.
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38.

VA Code
Section 15.22246

39.

2247

40.

2248

41.

2249

42.

2250

43.

2251

Intent

Compliance

Site plans in
accordance with zoning
ordinance

Yes

Applicability of
subdivision ordinance
to manufactured
homes
Application of
subdivision beyond
municipal limits (certain
counties)
Application of
subdivision within
municipal limits (certain
counties)
County municipality
relations (certain
counties)
Subdivision ordinance
requirement

Existing SO
Section
1.4.2

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Subdivision Ordinance states that “no plan or plat of subdivision shall
be approved unless all lots shown thereon comply with all applicable
requirements of the Zoning Ordinance.”
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia. This statement could be strengthened with a reference to this
section of the Code of Virginia.
The Zoning Ordinance provides regulation of manufactured homes. As
such, it is not necessary to include in the Subdivision Ordinance.

Optional,
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to municipalities within
the counties of Giles, Clarke, Culpeper, Loudoun, or Mecklenburg.

N/A

N/A

This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to municipalities within
the counties of Giles, Clarke, Culpeper, Loudoun, or Mecklenburg.

N/A

N/A

This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to municipalities within
the counties of Giles, Clarke, Culpeper, Loudoun, or Mecklenburg.

Yes

1.3

The Subdivision Ordinance states, “this Ordinance was duly considered,
following the required public hearings and was adopted by the Governing
Body of King George County, Virginia.”
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia. This statement could be strengthened with a reference to this
section of the Code of Virginia.
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44.

45.

46.

47.

VA Code
Section 15.22252

2253

2254

2255

Intent
Filing of subdivision
ordinance

Subdivision ordinance
amendment process

Statutory provisions of
adopted ordinance

Authority to
administer/enforce
ordinance

Compliance
No

No

Yes

Yes

Existing SO
Section
No reference

No reference

1.4.1
2.7

2.1.1
2.1.2
2.3

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Subdivision Ordinance does not include this statement.
Recommend revising to include that the ordinance was recorded and is
filed in the proper offices. This statement can complement the statement
provided in section 1.3 of the Subdivision Ordinance – see above.
The Subdivision Ordinance states that the Planning Commission and
governing body shall review plats and hear appeals but does not include
language on amendments.
Recommending revising to include a statement, as written in this section
of the Code of Virginia. This statement can complement the statements
provided in section 1.3 of the Subdivision Ordinance – or any other
introductory section of the ordinance.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the statutory provisions, as written in
this section of the Code of Virginia.
The sections that provide this information can be streamlined into one
section, and be strengthened with a reference to this section of the Code
of Virginia.
Article 2, Administration and Enforcement, includes a statement that the
Subdivision Agent shall be appointed by the governing body and goes on
to list the various vested duties of the Subdivision Agent, including
processes of applications, review, record keeping, advising, fee collecting,
etc.
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
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48.

49.

50.

51.

VA Code
Section 15.22256

2258

2259

2260

Intent
Procedure to account
for fees for common
improvements

Plat proposal factors to
be submitted

Timely action on
proposals - review
process

Provision for
preliminary plat
submission - process

Compliance
No

Yes

Yes

Optional,
Included

Existing SO
Section
No reference

3.3 (18)
3.3 (27)
3.9

3.1
3.5.2
3.5.3

3.3

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
This section of the Code of Virginia is for subdivisions that have an HOA,
Board of Directors, or similar governing body. It states that the Board shall
prepare an annual report of all fees collected and payments made for
improvements.
Recommend including a provision to require a Board or HOA to submit a
report on fees and disposition of funds for common improvements to the
lot owners.
Sections 3.3 and 3.9 of the Subdivision Ordinance provide the required
contents of preliminary and final plats.
Recommend including a statements/requirement that final plats include
all items shown on the preliminary plat, in addition to final plat
requirements. Recommend including dam break inundation zones to this
list of requirements for plats. Recommend including a requirement that
if land for a subdivision lies within two localities, the plat be submitted to
all localities for review.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the provisions of this section of the
Code of Virginia, including a 60-day timeframe for review and the means
for denying a plat.
Recommend strengthening this section by including the following
statement from this section of the Code of Virginia, “the local planning
commission or other agent shall act on any proposed plat that it has
previously disapproved within 45 days after the plat has been modified,
corrected and resubmitted for approval.”
The Subdivision Ordinance provides for preliminary plats and complies
with all provisions as written in the section of the Code of Virginia.
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52.

VA Code
Section 15.22261

Intent

Compliance

Recorded plats or final
site plans to be valid for
not less than five years,
real property to a
locality shall remain
valid indefinitely

Partial

Existing SO
Section
Various

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Code of Virginia requires final site plans be valid for five years or
more, and new legislation states that if a recorded subdivision plat
dedicates real property to a locality, then the approved final subdivision
plats shall remain valid indefinitely. The Subdivision Ordinance only states
“the subdivider shall submit the final plat for recordation to the Clerk of
the Circuit Court within five (5) years from the date of approval.”
Section 6.11 states that an approved minor subdivision is not recorded
within five years, the approval is void. The same clarity should be provided
for all final plats.

53.

54.

2261.1

2262

55.

2263

56.

2264

Recorded plat or final
site plans; conflicting
zoning conditions
Requirements of plat

Expedited review
(certain counties) process
Statement of
subdivision consent process

No

Yes

No reference

3.3
3.9

N/A

N/A

Yes

3.10 (c)

Recommend removing this statement listed above, in Section 6.11 and
providing a statement in the final plat article/section - including a
reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
The Code of Virginia provides precedence for site plans that are approved
but in conflict with zoning conditions from previous rezoning approvals.
Recommend including a reference and this language to comply with this
section of the Code of Virginia.
The Subdivision Ordinance requires that a Preliminary Plat be prepared
by a qualified professional, engineer, or surveyor; a Final Plat bear a
certificate signed by the surveyor or engineer who prepared the plat; and
that if a plat is acquired from more than one title, the outline and area of
each is indicated on the plat.
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to the counties of
Hanover, Loudoun, Montgomery, Prince William, and Roanoke, and the
Town of Leesburg.
Section 3.10 of the Subdivision Ordinance meets the requirement of this
section of the Code of Virginia.
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57.

VA Code
Section 15.22265

58.

2266

59.

2267

60.

61.

2268

2269

Intent
Recordation of
approved plat transportation
implications

Validation of plats prior
to 1975
Petition to restrict
access to certain public
streets
Localities not obligated
to pay for grading,
paving, etc.
Plans and specifications
for utility fixtures and
systems to be
submitted for approval

Compliance
Yes

Existing SO
Section
3.12.5

No

No reference

Optional,
Not Included

No reference

No

Partial

No reference

3.8.1
3.8.2

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
Section 3.12.5 of the Subdivision Ordinance states that the recordation of
a final plat will only operate to transfer in fee simple once the land and
improvements and been approved and accepted in accordance with the
Subdivision Ordinance.
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
King George County may wish to include this citation for plats recorded
before 1975.
This section of the Code of Virginia allows for a petition by two-thirds of
a subdivisions’ owners to restrict access to a subdivision – allowing only
owners / inhabitants of the subdivision to have access.
King George County may wish to include this provision.
The Subdivision Ordinance does not specifically note that the locality is
not obligated to pay for grading, paving, etc.
Recommend including this statement, as written in the Code of Virginia,
and supplying a reference.
The Subdivision Ordinance requires that a subdivider shall submit plans,
profiles, and specifications for all improvements and construction
measures – including but not limited to water supply, sewage disposal,
streets, drainage, soil erosion and sediment control, and stormwater
management plans.
Section 3.8.2 states they are to be sent to the appropriate County/State
department for review and that an approval or disapproval must be given
in 90 days. This section of the Code of Virginia requires approval be made
within 45 days. Recommend updating this timeframe to comply with the
Code of Virginia.
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62.

63.

VA Code
Section 15.22270

2271

Intent
Vacation of plat
interest - process

Vacation of plat before
sale - process

64.

2272

Vacation of plat after
sale - process

65.

2273

66.

67.

68.

2274

2275

2276

Compliance
No

Yes

Existing SO
Section
No reference

10.1.1

Yes

10.1.2

Authority to charge fee
for plat vacation process

Optional,
Not Included

No reference

Effect of plat vacation
under § 15.2-2272

No

Authority to relocate
boundary lines
Clerk duty for vacated
plat - process

Optional,
Included
Optional,
Included

No reference

10.1.3

10.1.4

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
The Subdivision Ordinance does not include a provision for vacating the
interest granted to a locality of a site plan.
Recommend including this language as provided in this section of the
Code of Virginia.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the language, verbatim, of this
section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend including a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the language, verbatim, of this
section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend including a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
King George County does not include a fee for the vacation of plats.
King George County may wish to charge a fee for the vacation process. If
so, recommend including in a fee ordinance. See line item #13.
This section of the Code of Virginia states that any land vacated under §
15.2-2272 be returned to the adjacent property owners from where it was
derived.
Recommend including this section into the Subdivision Ordinance, either
by simplified language, or by reference to this Code of Virginia section.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the language, verbatim, of this
section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend including a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
The Subdivision Ordinance includes the language, verbatim, of this
section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend including a reference to this section of the Code of Virginia.
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69.

VA Code
Section 15.22277

70.

2278

71.

2279

Intent

Compliance

Franklin County may
require that notice be
given to deed grantees
of certain disclaimers
regarding responsibility
for roads; county
eligible to have certain
streets taken into
secondary system
Vacating plat
subdivision

N/A

Existing SO
Section
N/A

Yes

Article 10

Authority to set
homebuilding, setback
lines

Optional,
Included

Various

Consultant Comments/Recommendation
This section of the Code of Virginia only applies to Franklin County.

This section of the Code of Virginia states that any recorded plat may be
vacated in the manner provided in § 15.2-2272 – and § 15.2-2274 and §
15.2-2276 shall apply.
The Subdivision Ordinance complies with this section of the Code of
Virginia.
In various sections of the Subdivision Ordinance, references are made
that lot lines, sizes, and setbacks shall conform to the appropriate
regulations as provided in the Zoning Ordinance.
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1.

Additional Comments
Structure/Organization

Consultant Recommendations
Recommend combining the Subdivision Ordinance into an Article of the Zoning Ordinance, rather
than keeping as two separate ordinances. This eases administration, synchronization, and updates.
Organizing the content to seamlessly flow from a section on general administration, to types of
subdivisions, design requirements, and then platting requirements would ease usage and
interpretation. Likewise, the sections need to contain only the relevant information for that topic
and have a logical arrangement.

2.

Definitions

3.

Update References

4.

Bonding Process

For example, Section 1.4 Plan and Plat, General contains minor language on plats, while Article 3
provides details for plat requirements – including preliminary, final, plat review, etc. All plat
provisions and requirements should be streamlined into one consecutive set of sections.
The definition of subdivision includes standards and definition of “major subdivision” and the
definition of “exempt subdivision.” These should be split out appropriately.
There are some terms provided for in the definitions that are not used in the text; recommend
discarding any superfluous definitions and incorporating any definitions that are currently missing.
As the ordinance is updated, any references to sections within the Subdivision Ordinance should be
updated. Currently, section 6.10 references stormwater regulations in section 8.8, which is outdated;
this should read 8.10. Recommend ensuring all sections are referenced appropriately after all
amendments have been included. Additional references to the Code of Virginia should be included
and those already present should be updated for accuracy.
Currently, the Construction Plans, Profiles, and Specifications section of the Subdivision Ordinance
includes minimal provisions for bonds and the bonding process. Recommend providing a standalone
section for clarity on bond requirements and process. Staff expressed a desire for bond process
clarification and bond estimates. Bond estimates should follow what is provided in the Code of
Virginia § 15.2-2241 A (5).
Updates to this section should include provisions for period and final release, bond amount per
project, and general statements as provided in the Code of Virginia. See line items #16 and #17 for
recommendation.
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5.

Fees / Fee Schedule

The Zoning Ordinance includes several mentions of “fees” and/or that fees are subject to change at
the discretion of the governing body. However, the Zoning Ordinance does not include any specific
or established fee amounts; King George County has an established Planning and Zoning Fee
Schedule outside of the ordinances.
§ 15.2-107 of the Code of Virginia requires that all fees are adopted by ordinance. Recommend
adopting an ordinance that exists separate from the Zoning/Subdivision Ordinance(s) that lists all
desired fee amounts.
The Code of Virginia includes optional provisions to include in a Subdivision Ordinance, two of these
are requirements for Phase 1 Environmental Assessments and a remediation disclaimer for all
previously industrial uses or land. Due to the presence of the military base, and any heavy uses that
may have an impact on land, recommend including these optional provisions.

6.

Phase 1 Assessments and Remediation
Disclaimers

7.

Plats – Administratively approved

The Subdivision Ordinance provides that minor subdivisions with 3 access drives connecting
to an existing public road get administrative approval, while minor subdivisions with 3 or
more access drives connecting to a primary or secondary road must have Planning
Commission approval. It is recommended to include a concrete set of criteria for
administratively approved plats, with the process outlined for transparency.

8.

Plat Recording and Validation Period

9.

Amendments

The Code of Virginia requires final site plans be valid for five years or more, and new legislation states
that if a recorded subdivision plat dedicates real property to a locality, then the approved final
subdivision plats shall remain valid indefinitely. The Subdivision Ordinance only states “the
subdivider shall submit the final plat for recordation to the Clerk of the Circuit Court within five (5)
years from the date of approval.” The Subdivision Ordinance clearly states that approved preliminary
plats and approved plats for minor subdivisions are valid for five years. Recommend removing this
statement from the section on minor subdivisions, and providing all final plat provisions, review, and
timeframes in one section – including a clear statement on how long valid, and when they become
null and void.
The Subdivision Ordinance does not include language that addresses amendments. If the Zoning and
Subdivision Ordinances are combined into one streamlined ordinance, amendments need only be
mentioned in one article. This section should include the amendments process; ideally in an
introductory article that discusses general provisions and authority.
Staff has requested adding a sentence to section 8.10 that reads, ““Open channels conveying runoff
for 2 lots or less shall be at the discretion of Zoning Administrator.” Recommend defining open
channels.

10. Storm Drainage
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11. Family Subdivisions

12. Planning Commission Review of Plats

Staff expressed a desire to increase the timeframes for family subdivisions. Currently, family
subdivisions can occur, and the new lot cannot be sold to non-family for five years. § 15.2-2244.1 of
the Code of Virginia provides that a locality may require up to 15 years for this type of provision.
Recommend increasing this timeframe to at least 10 years and up to 15 years contingent upon
county desire.
Staff requested that the following be added to current section 3.5.3, ““The Planning Commission
shall review and approve or disapprove subdivision plats of commercial-or industrial zoned lots.”

13. Final Plat Review – Deeds

Staff expressed the desire to include a requirement for inclusion of applicable deeds, by the second
submittal of plat review. Recommend requiring copies of all deeds of dedication / easement in final
plat contents.
Source: https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title15.2/chapter22/
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Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act
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Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830
1.

10

Intent

Compliance

Application of regulations

Yes

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
Article 8 This section of the Code of Virginia states that all counties, cities, and towns in
Tidewater Virginia shall comply with the following regulations.
Article 8, Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District, of the Zoning Ordinance
provides regulations, in compliance with this chapter of the Code of Virginia.

2.

20

Authority of chapter

Yes

8.3

This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia states the authority of the chapter, given by § 62.144.15:72 of the Code of Virginia.
Section 8.3 of the Zoning Ordinance states the following, “This ordinance is enacted to
implement the requirements of § 62.1-44.15:67, et seq. of the Code of Virginia.”

3.

Part 1.
Introduction

30

Purpose of chapter

Yes

8.3
8.5

This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia states the purpose for the Chapter and states that
the chapter established criteria for determining local extents of Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Areas.
Section 8.3 of the Zoning Ordinance states the various purposes for the regulations.
(See line item #5 for further detail.)
Section 8.5 states King George County’s Chesapeake Bay map shows all areas designated
to follow these regulations.

4.

40

Definitions of chapter

Yes

8.4

This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia supplies definitions for terms that are related to, or
used in, this chapter. The Zoning Ordinance includes all supplied definitions, as well as
several additional terms that the Code of Virginia does not provide.
Several of the definitions are out of alphabetical order; recommend reorganizing this
list of definitions to read alphabetically.
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830
5.

50

Intent
Local program
development

Compliance
Yes

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
8.3
Section 8.3 of the Zoning Ordinance states the various purposes for the regulations as:
“(1) protect existing high quality state waters; (2) restore all other state waters to a
condition or quality that will permit all reasonable public uses and will support the
propagation and growth of all aquatic life, including game fish, which might reasonably
be expected to inhabit them; (3) safeguard the clean waters of the Commonwealth from
pollution; (4) prevent any increase in pollution; (5) reduce existing pollution; and (6)
promote water resource conservation in order to provide for the health, safety, and
welfare of the present and future citizens of King George County.”

These statements of purpose are written verbatim as supplied in the Code of Virginia.
Recommend supplying this as a list instead of paragraph form for readability.
6.

60
(1)

7.
Part 2.
Local
Government
Programs

Elements required for
local programs
Map

–

(See below)

Yes

(2)

Performance criteria

Yes

9.

(3)

Comprehensive Plan

Yes

10.

(4)

Zoning Ordinance

Yes

11.

(5)

Subdivision Ordinance

Yes

12.

(6)

Plan of Development
process

Yes

8.

See line items #7 - #12.
N/A
King George County’s Chesapeake Bay Map (Map 25) shows the areas delineated as
Outside of being in the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area. This includes the established Resource
ZO
Protection Areas and Resource Management Areas, tidal wetlands, and nontidal
wetlands.
This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
Article 8 Sections 8.11 – 8.16 of the Zoning Ordinance provide robust regulations for
performance criteria.
N/A

Outside of
ZO

The Comprehensive Plan includes language for Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas.

Article 8 Article 8 of the Zoning Ordinance meets the requirements for this chapter of the Code
of Virginia.
N/A
Section 1.4.2 of the Subdivision Ordinance states that all plats shall contain a
Outside of delineation of Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act areas, and that Resource Protections
ZO
Areas may not be disturbed prior to review, in accordance with the regulations for the
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay District regulations of the Zoning Ordinance.
8.13
Section 8.13 of the Zoning Ordinance provides regulations for the process for Plans of
Development within the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay.
This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830

Intent

Compliance

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
N/A
This section of the Code of Virginia states the purpose of Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Area criteria. This section is not a required element of the Zoning Ordinance.
8.5
Section 8.5 of the Zoning Ordinance states what areas make up Resource Protection
Area; they are written as they are provided in this section of the Code of Virginia.

13.

70

Purpose for criteria

N/A

14.

80

Resource Protection Area
requirements

Yes

15.

90

Resource Management
Area requirements

Yes

Part 3.
Chesapeake
Bay
16. Preservation
Area
Designation
Criteria

100

17.

110

This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
Intensely Developed Areas Optional,
No
The Zoning Ordinance states that all Resource Protections Areas and Resource
Not Included reference Management Areas that are determined to be Intensely Development Areas, are areas
requirements
for redevelopment. However, there are no designated Intensely Development Areas
currently.
Site-specific refinement of
Yes
8.10
Section 8.10 of the Zoning Ordinance states that:
“The site-specific boundaries of the Resource Protection Area shall be
Chesapeake Bay
determined by the applicant through the performance of an environmental site
Preservation Area
assessment as part of the Plan of Development Process or Water Quality Impact
boundaries
Assessment, subject to approval by the Director of Community Development and
in accordance with Section 8.13, Plan of Development, and Section 8.12, Water
Quality Impact Assessment, of this Article.”

120

This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
This section of the Code of Virginia provides the purpose and specific goals to be met by
implementing criteria and regulations.

18.
Part 4.
Land Use and
Development
Performance
Criteria

Purpose of criteria

Yes

8.5

8.11.1

This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
Section 8.5 of the Zoning Ordinance states that all areas not designated as being a
Resource Protection Area, are in the Resource Management Areas. Map 25 Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Area, 2019 Comprehensive Plan shows all areas outside of the
Resource Protection Areas to be Resource Management Areas.

Section 8.11.1 of the Zoning Ordinance states, verbatim, the purposes and goals for the
performance criteria.
This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830
19.

130

General performance
criteria

Yes

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
8.11.2 Section 8.11.2 states the general criteria, as outlined in #1, #2, #4. Section 8.13 of the
8.13
Zoning Ordinance states that all development exceeding 2500 sq. ft. shall be through a
plan of development, as outlined under #3 of this section of the Code of Virginia.

20.

140

Development criteria for
Resource Protections
Areas

Yes

These sections of the Ordinance comply with the Code of Virginia.
Article 8 This section of the Code of Virginia details development criteria specific to Resource
Protection Areas, including when development may occur in Resource Protection Areas.

Part 4.
Land Use and
Development
Performance
Criteria
(continued)

Intent

Compliance

Section 8.8 states that development in Resource Protections Areas may be permitted
under certain conditions, as provided in this section of the Code of Virginia.
Section 8.11 provides for buffer requirements as outlined in this section of the Code of
Virginia – including permitted encroachments and modifications.
Section 8.12 requires Water Quality Assessments for all development within a Resource
Protection Area.
Section 8.15.3 provides language for the permitted land disturbance exemptions in
Resource Protection Areas, and closely mirrors provision #2 of this section of the Code
of Virginia.
These sections of the Ordinance comply with the Code of Virginia.
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Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830
21.

150

Intent
Requirements for
nonconformities,
exemptions, and
exceptions.

Compliance
Yes

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
8.14
Section 8.14 of the Zoning Ordinance provides for nonconforming structures – as
8.15
outlined in this section of the Code of Virginia. This section also includes the process for
8.16
applying to enlarge a non-conforming structure.
Section 8.15 of the Zoning Ordinance provides for exemptions to public utilities,
railroads, public roads, and facilities – as outlined in this section of the Code of Virginia.

Part 4.
Land Use and
Development
Performance
Criteria
(continued)

Section 8.16 of the Zoning Ordinance provides for variances to § 9VAC25-830-130 and §
9VAC25-830-140 – as outlined in this section of the Code of Virginia. This section also
included the generalized process for variances, and reference to sections of the Zoning
Ordinance that details public hearing and application processes.
This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.

22.

Part 5.
Comprehensi
23.
ve Plan
Criteria

160

Purpose of criteria

N/A

N/A

170

Comprehensive Plan
contents

N/A

N/A

24.

180

Purpose of regulations

N/A

N/A

25.

190

Land development
ordinances, regulations,
and procedures
Part 6. Land
26. Development (A)(1) Uses permitted by zoning
Ordinances
ordinance consistent with
Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Act and
regulations

–

(See below)

Yes

8.3

§
9VAC25-830-160
and
§
9VAC25-830-170
regulate
the
Chesapeake Bay requirements and provisions for comprehensive plans only. These Code
of Virginia sections are not relevant to this diagnostic but are included here for
transparency.
This section of the Code of Virginia outlines the purpose for creating land
development ordinances. See line item #26 - #30 for detail.
See line items #26 - #30.

Section 8.3 established the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay district, which
conforms to the regulations of this chapter of the Code of Virginia. This section also
includes a statement that says, “This district shall be in addition to and shall overlay
all other zoning districts where they are applied.
This section of the Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
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Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830
27.

28.

Intent

(A)(2) Performance criteria in
Part IV

(A)(3) Protect integrity of
Chesapeake Bay
Preservation Area: water
quality, preservation of
Resource Protection
Areas, and compatibility in
Resource Management
Areas
29. Part 6. Land (A)(4) Provide for Resource
Protection Area and
Development
Ordinances
Resource Management
(continued)
Area boundaries on plats
and site plans and
requirement to retain
vegetated 100-foot-wide
buffer; plat notation of
100% reserve drainfield;
and plat notation of
permissibility of only
water dependent facilities
or redevelopment in
Resource Protection Areas

Compliance
Yes

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
Various Performance standards, and all requirements of Part IV of this chapter, are included
in Sections 8.11, 8.13, and 8.15. See line items #19 and #20 for detail.

Yes

8.11

Partial

8.13.2

The Zoning Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
Various sections of Article 8 serve to meet the requirements needed to meet this
section of the Code of Virginia. Specifically, Section 8.11 provides for buffer areas and
the 100-ft requirements. Additionally, Section 8.5 states that all areas not designated
as a Resource Protection Area is a Resource Management area, therefor including
compatibility.

The Zoning Ordinance complies with the Code of Virginia.
Section 8.13.2 of the Zoning Ordinance provides the required contents for plans for
single family homes. This list includes boundaries of the Resource Protection Areas
and location of drain fields and reserve areas.
Section 8.13.7 of the Zoning Ordinance provides the required contents for final plans
within Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas. The list does include the requirement that
the plan include a boundary delineation, including the 100-foot buffer.
Neither list includes (A)(4)(iii) of this section of the Code of Virginia, which requires “a
plat notation of the permissibility of only water dependent facilities or redevelopment
in Resource Protection Areas, including the 100-foot-wide buffer area”
Recommend updating all plan requirements to include (A)(4)(i) – (iii), as written in this
section of the Code of Virginia.
Recommend updating text to state “100% reserve drainfield sites.”
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King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area – Zoning Ordinance Diagnostic
VA Code Section
9VAC25-830
30.

Intent

(A)(5) The delineation of
buildable areas allowed on
each lot during plan of
development review
Part 6. Land
process
Development

Compliance
Yes

Existing ZO
Consultant Comments/Recommendations
Section
8.13
Section 8.13.1 of the Zoning Ordinance requires that a plan of development be
required for all projects that include 2500+ sq. ft. of land disturbance in a Chesapeake
Bay Preservation Area. The plan of development requires a site, preliminary, and/or
final plan – which would show buildable areas.

Ordinances
(continued)

31.

32.
33.

34.

Part 7.
Local
Assistance
and Local
Program
Consistency
Review
Process

200

Purpose

N/A

N/A

210
220

Local assistance guidance
Board to establish liaison

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

230

Planning district
comments

N/A

N/A

Section 8.13.2 of the Zoning Ordinance provides for plans of single-family homes; the
list of requirements includes “Location, dimensions and use of proposed and existing
structures including marine and temporary structures” and “Location of all building
restriction lines, setbacks, easements, covenant restrictions and rights-of-way.”
Together, these requirements provide the delineations of buildable areas.
This section of the Code of Virginia states the purpose for local program assistance
and to outline a timeline (phases) for adopting a full program. King George County has
adopted a full management program. No action is needed.
These sections state that the State Water Control Board and the Department of
Environmental Quality will prepare guidance for local governments. These Code of
Virginia sections are not relevant to this diagnostic but are included here for
transparency.
This section of the Code of Virginia encourages local governments to enlist assistance
from regional PDCs for the management of local programs.

King George County should continue enlisting The George Washington Regional
Commission for assistance on planning matters.
35.
240 Preparation and
Yes
Various This section of the Code of Virginia states that local governments must adopt a full
submission of
management program, in phases. King George County has adopted a full
management program
management program, in the suggested phases. No action is needed.
36.
250 Applicability of regulations
Part 8 of this chapter regulates the authority for the State Water Control board to
Part 8.
N/A
implement and enforce the regulations of this chapter – to ensure that localities’
37.
260 Administrative
Implementati
policy documents and ordinances comply with this chapter.
proceedings
on and
Part 8 is not directly relevant to the content of the Zoning Ordinance, but it is included
38. Enforcement 270 Legal proceedings
here for transparency.
Source: https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title9/agency25/chapter830/
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Appendix D:
Comprehensive Plan
Policies and Implementation Strategies
Diagnostic Matrix

27

King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Comprehensive Plan Diagnostic – Policies and Implementation Strategies
A Comprehensive Plan is the policy tool that lays the groundwork for how a community would like to grow over time. Specific to Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances, the
strategies of a Comprehensive Plan can set the stage for the provisions that a locality includes in their ordinances – the provisions of an ordinance can be the means to
accomplish the Comprehensive Plan strategies and goals.
The following chart is an overview of the policies and implementation strategies in the King George County Comprehensive Plan 2019 as they relate to zoning and subdivision
regulations. The following is not a comprehensive look at all policies and strategies provided within the Comprehensive Plan; some policies and strategies are shared among
differing plan elements while others may be longer-term or not relevant to the ordinances. Included in this chart is a summarization of how the strategies can be implemented
in the upcoming Zoning and Subdivision update.

Plan
Element:
Settlement and
Development
Areas

Policy
Type:
N/A

Corresponding Policy / Implementation Strategy:
Policies and goals for Primary Settlement areas vary. Several of the Primary
Settlement Areas share policies that call for potential rezoning to higher densities
and/or mixed-use development.
Review, revise, and adopt new ordinances and regulations to accommodate a
mixture of housing types.

Residential
Land Use

Encourage new residential neighborhoods, particularly in the designated Primary
Settlements Areas to be designated for safe and convenient pedestrian access
within the neighborhood, and from the neighborhood to adjacent commercial
areas and public facilities.
When rural land is to be developed with residential uses, ensure very low-density
development that provides permanent agricultural conservation easements.

Population and
Economy

Agriculture /
Forestry
Land Use

•

Compare policies to existing zoning districts’
regulations and amend, as appropriate.

•

Allow accessory dwelling units by-right in
residential districts, and apartment or mixed use
buildings in commercial districts.

•

Include provisions for connected sidewalk
requirements for new developments /
subdivisions.

•

Consider including provisions in the ordinances
for agriculture preservation (large lot zoning,
sliding scale densities, etc.) See Berkley Group’s
Agriculture and Rural Preservation Guide.

•

Revise the home occupation to differentiate
based on intensity, and provide new definitions
and use standards.

•

Consider allowing apartment dwelling units
above commercial uses.

•

Review use list for commercial and industrial
districts to ensure a variety of modern uses and
terminology for future development.

Implement policies and programs aimed at the retention of compatible
agricultural and forest activities, including use-value assessment, agricultural and
forestall districts, conservation easements, etc.
Encourage compatible home-based businesses in both rural and higher density
residential areas.

Commercial
Land Use

Action to be Taken in ZO + SO Update:

Encourage mixed use projects with commercial and residential elements in the
designated Settlement Areas.
Plan for and encourage a balance of commercial and industrial development to
sustain adequate economic growth.
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Plan
Element:

Policy
Type:

Corresponding Policy / Implementation Strategy:

Action to be Taken in ZO + SO Update:
•

Consider including provisions in the ordinances
for agriculture preservation (cluster regulations,
large lot zoning, sliding scale densities, family
subdivision, etc.) See Berkley Group’s Agriculture
and Rural Preservation Guide.

Require and enforce setbacks and buffering, including clustered development, to
enhance and retain the rural setting while allowing reasonable development
under the ordinances.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that reduce impact of
intense uses and preserve the rural aesthetic.

Create zoning districts and develop methods to influence the pattern and
characteristics of growth while encouraging open space conservation and
pedestrian-friendly developments.

•

Consider incorporating and updating methods
that preserve open space – examples include
PUDs, Pocket Neighborhoods, mixed-use, cluster.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.
Ensure E&S and stormwater management
regulations remain up to date.
Establish clear submittal requirements and
processes for land disturbance permits.
Establish an MIA, or comparable overlay, and
establish comprehensive standards and
regulations.
Include minimum open space requirements in
zoning district standards.
Consider requiring minimum percentages for
active versus passive recreational open space.
Maintain the most up to date regulations in the
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area Overlay
District during all updates.
Provide references throughout the Zoning
Ordinance, where appropriate.

Identify, devise, and implement strategies to preserve the County’s rural
characteristics.

General
Land Use

In areas adjacent to shorelines and in areas which otherwise contain significant
amounts of highly erodible soils […], review all new land disturbances
development proposals to support the establishment of adequate permanent
vegetative buffer areas and the protection from excessive land disturbance […]
and requiring soil identification and erosion mitigation plans prior to approval of
land disturbance or development activities.

Land Use,
Cultural, and
Natural
Resources

County staff should develop and present for adoption […] a Zoning Ordinance
amendment to include a Military Influence Area (MIA) Zoning Overlay District.
Require development of outdoor recreational spaces within approved subdivision
and other developments through implementation of amendments to the County’s
land use ordinances.

Residential
Land Use

Enforce the required Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act Resource Protection Area
buffers and setbacks are provided from shorelines and areas with significant
amounts of highly erodible soils during the planning and construction of all
residential development.
Promote high density housing within walking and convenient commuting distance
of employment, shopping, and other activities […] through mixed use
developments, residences on upper floors of nonresidential downtown buildings,
and other creative strategies.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Allow apartment or second-story dwellings in
commercial districts.
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Plan
Element:

Policy
Type:

Corresponding Policy / Implementation Strategy:
Encourage new residential neighborhoods, particularly in the designated Primary
Settlements Areas to be designated for safe and convenient pedestrian access
within the neighborhood, and from the neighborhood to adjacent commercial
areas and public facilities.

Action to be Taken in ZO + SO Update:
•

Include provisions for sidewalk requirements for
new developments / subdivisions.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts. (Note that state code limits architectural
control outside of historic districts and entrance
corridors.)
Consider including provisions in the ordinances
for agriculture preservation (cluster regulations,
large lot zoning, sliding scale densities, etc.) See
Berkley Group’s Agriculture and Rural
Preservation Guide.

Encourage effective transitions between land uses of different intensities, through
the use of landscaping, coordinated architectural design elements, buffered
parking areas and […] land use transitions at the rear edges of properties.
•
When rural land is to be developed with residential uses, ensure very low-density
development that provides permanent agricultural conservation easements.

Residential
Land Use
(continued)

Land Use,
Cultural, and
Natural
Resources
(continued)

Require new residential developments provide for future interparcel road access
to adjacent properties.
Require new development to provide public roads acceptable into the VDOT
system, except for very low-density rural residential.

•
•

Establish standards for new private roads serving multiple (4-5) parcels in order
to ensure the safe and efficient access for public vehicles.
•
Require new residential development to provide sufficient setbacks and
landscape screening to protect visual characteristics from the public roads.

•
•

Encourage new residential development to be sited so as to protect sensitive
environmental features such as streams, wetlands, significant vegetation, steep
slopes, and road views.

Ensure that the provisions are clear as to when
roads are to be public and meet VDOT standards.
Consider including specifications for private road
standards that are reduced from VDOT
standards, while ensuring safe access and
movement.
Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.
Update setbacks, as needed and where
appropriate.
Consider including provisions that restrict
development on these noted areas. Examples
include slope maximums, additional setbacks for
wetlands
and
streams,
tree
canopy
requirements, etc.
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Plan
Element:

Policy
Type:

Corresponding Policy / Implementation Strategy:

Agriculture /
Forestry
Land Use

Promote the protection of ag land, forest land, open space, and conservation
areas […] through […] careful review of rezoning requests.

Agriculture /
Forestry
Land Use
(continued)

Establish adequate policies and regulations for both residential and agricultural
uses that will ensure the long-term compatibility of these uses […]; including
techniques such as adequate buffers and setbacks between farm facilities and
residential uses, best management practices, accessory uses and units, etc.

Action to be Taken in ZO + SO Update:

•
•

Provide clear district intent statements.
Review and update conditional zoning and
proffer procedures, as needed.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.
Update setbacks, as needed and where
appropriate.
Update or provide use standards, as needed.

•
•

Encourage new commercial development to provide landscape or topographic
buffers and screening to protect non-commercial uses from impacts.
Commercial
Land Use

Land Use,
Cultural, and
Natural
Resources
(continued)

Ensure that adequate buffers and setbacks are provided from shorelines and
areas with significant amounts of highly erodible soils during the planning and
construction of all commercial development.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.

•

Consider including provisions that restrict
development within these noted areas.
Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.

•

•
Ensure that all new industrial use provide adequate protection of adjacent existing
land uses through techniques such as setbacks, landscaping, screening, noise and
lighting controls, access control, etc.
Industrial
Land Use

•
•

Ensure that adequate buffers and setbacks are provided from shorelines and
areas with significant amounts of highly erodible soils during the planning and
construction of all industrial development.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.
Include community design provisions for noise,
lighting, etc.
Consider including provisions that restrict
development on these noted areas.
Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.
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Plan
Element:

Policy
Type:

New
Development

Transportation
Access
Management

Corresponding Policy / Implementation Strategy:

Action to be Taken in ZO + SO Update:

Encourage property owners to maintain existing vegetative buffers along collector
and arterial roads during the site planning and development process.

•

Consider a corridor overlay with landscaping
requirements, tree canopy requirements, etc.

Require ROW dedication and on-site roadway improvements in design and
development of new land use related projects.

•

Ensure that access and road standards are
adequate and include these provisions.

•

Include comprehensive landscaping, buffer, and
screening provisions that provide control for all
districts.
Update setbacks, as needed and where
appropriate.

Encourage adequate landscaping and setbacks to protect the view from the public
road and maintain safe access.

Require applicant to present structural documentation that the new towers are
capable of supporting multiple antennas (minimum 3 providers).

•
•

Include a provision to the use standards for
telecommunications facilities that requires this
documentation.

•

Include “administrative review only projects” as a
by-right use and define in the ordinance, as well
as “co-location” as a by-right use with design
standards.
Update use standards for telecommunications
facilities, as needed, to comply with State
requirements and provide the needed level of
control.

Give preferential treatment to all proposals for co-location – administrative
review process or “by-right” status to all proposals for co-location.

Utilities

Telecommunications
Facilities

•
Provide a uniform and comprehensive set of standards for the development and
installation of wireless communications towers, antennas, and related facilities.
Limit tower heigh to a maximum of 80 feet, or 10 feet above the tree line near
residential, scenic, historic, and park areas.

•

Consider including use standards with a hierarchy
of preferred structure type, location, design, etc.

•

Include additional landscaping and buffering
standards specifically for this use.

Restrict tower height to 199 feet so as to minimize the possibility that tower would
have to be lighted by beacon or strobe.
When natural vegetative screening material does not exist, appropriate vegetative
material should be planted around the perimeter of the structure.
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Stakeholder Interview Questions
Overview

Stakeholder meetings are a form of public engagement designed to gain input from agencies, organizations, and
businesses that have an interest in and experience with development and land use tools. The representatives
interviewed in the stakeholder meetings can also participate in the public input process as individual citizens, but
the purpose of these interviews is to gain an in-depth perspective about how County policy specifically affects their
organizations or businesses, and what changes they would recommend.
Berkley Group will provide questions and facilitate discussion with stakeholders. The stakeholder sessions will be
one-hour meetings throughout the day (a separate time for each group) and will be grouped logically to promote
productive conversation. The groups are: (1) business owners and EDA representatives; (2) bankers, real estate
agents, attorneys, and Dahlgren representatives; (3) historic representatives, agriculture and farming
representatives, and other special interest groups; and (4) surveyors, contractors, architects, etc.
Questions
General
1. What is your experience with the King George County Zoning Ordinance?
2. What it your experience with the King George County Subdivision Ordinance?
3. Do you find the County’s ordinances easy to use and interpret?
a. If not, what sections do you think could be clarified and made more user friendly?
4. Are you generally satisfied with the quality, form, and character of development in the County?
5. What do you like most about the zoning and subdivision ordinances – are there any processes or
requirements that you would absolutely want to remain as-is?
Development Review Process
1. What is your experience with the development review process – what processes have you undergone?
(Subdivision, special use permit, site plans, etc.)
2. Did you find elements of the development review process to be burdensome? Easy and efficient?
3. Are there any process improvements that, in your opinion, would boost commercial development?
4. Are there any processes that would benefit from administrative review, rather than review from Planning
Commission and Board?
Uses and Districts
1. Are there any specific uses that are not included in the ordinance, that you feel should be included?
These can be uses that are:
a. Growing in popularity within the County
b. Allowed in neighboring localities and would be a good fit for the County
2. Specific uses may be discussed depending on the stakeholder, such as:
a. Types and location of housing
b. Agricultural uses
c. Agritourism
d. Breweries, distilleries, and tasting rooms
e. Mobile restaurant / food truck
f. Patio / sidewalk / outside dining
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

g. Gun ranges / shooting ranges
h. Home occupations
i. Short-term rentals (e.g., Airbnb)
j. Event venues
k. Temporary events and uses
l. Other industrial/commercial uses
m. Telecommunications facilities
n. Solar facilities and other clean energy uses
o. Military support uses
Are there any uses that are not allowed in certain district(s), but should be?
Are there any uses that are allowed in certain districts, but shouldn’t be – or should have more regulation
(e.g., conditional/special use permit or performance standards)?
What types of businesses would you find appropriate in Agriculture and Residential districts / areas?
What has been your experience with setbacks, height requirements, and lot requirements?
a. Do the requirements adequately meet the community needs?
b. Do you find any of the current requirements burdensome?
c. Are there suggested changes?
What impacts do you see from Naval Support Facility Dahlgren – housing, development, etc.?

Design Standards
1. Are the community design elements such as lighting, landscaping, screening, and signage appropriate for
the development and character of the County?
2. In what ways could these be improved (e.g., parking lot landscaping, additional landscaping for solar
facilities, height limits for lighting and other dark sky measures)?
Subdivisions
1. Are the subdivision improvement and access requirements (e.g., number of accesses and road standards)
appropriate?
2. Are there subdivision processes that are confusing or need updated (bonds, Planned Developments,
plats, etc.)?
Closing
1. What are your top priorities for improvement in the County’s development ordinances?
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Attachment C
King George County Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance Update
Public Survey
Introduction
King George County is updating its Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance – the document that
regulates land use and development within County limits. The County’s goal is to develop
a user-friendly ordinance; encourage quality development; and provide ample
opportunities for housing diversity and business development. This survey will assist the
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors in understanding your opinions about
development within King George County.

Survey Information
•
•
•

Survey period: Friday, October 1, 2021 – Sunday, October 31, 2021.
Return surveys to: King George County Community Development Office | 10459
Courthouse Dr., Suite 104, King George VA
Staff contact: Heather Hall, Director and Zoning Administrator – 540-775-8550 – heatherh@kinggeorge.state.va.us
Louis Pancotti, Senior Planner – 540-775-8553 – lpancotti@kinggeorge.state.va.us

Survey Questions
1) General: Which of the following best describes your association with King George County (Select all that apply):

□ I live within County

□ I own a business within

□ I work within County

□ I am a property owner

limits.
limits.

□ I am a developer/builder.
□ Other: Please Specify:

County limits.

_______________

within County limits.

2) General: Which of the following best describes your experience with the King George County Zoning and Subdivision
Ordinances?

□ Easy to understand and navigate
□ Average – after reviewing carefully, I was able to
find what I needed

□ Difficult to understand and needed King George
County planning staff assistance

□ Never used the ordinance(s)

3) General: Select your top zoning and land use priorities for King George County: (Choose up to three)

□ Improving community appearance
□ Encouraging industrial growth
□ Encouraging new commercial businesses (retail,
restaurants, etc.)

□ Encouraging new housing development
□ Preserving agriculture & rural character
□ Preserving historic areas

□ Conserving sensitive environmental areas
□ Protecting existing residential areas from other
uses

□ Infill development that matches community
character and design

□ Supporting NSF Dahlgren activities and growth
□ Other. Please Specify:

_________________________________
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4) General: Regarding economic development, do you think King George County’s development regulations are: (Choose one)

□ Not business friendly

□ An appropriate balance
for business
development

□ Too business friendly
□ Not sure / no opinion

5) General: Are you generally satisfied with the quality of development in the following areas throughout the County? Please
explain any specific concerns in the comment section. (Check one for each)
Areas
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
No Opinion
Residential neighborhoods
Agricultural areas
Commercial areas
Industrial areas
NSF Dahlgren area
Route 301 corridor
Route 3 corridor
King George / County center
Comments:___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
6) District Standards: Which of the following options would you support to maintain the character of rural areas within King
George County? (Select all that apply)

□ Maintain current requirements for rural areas
□ Require larger lot sizes in rural areas
□ Allow cluster residential development on smaller

□ Establish conservation easements
□ Voluntary farm preservation overlay districts
□ Limit the number and/or size of divisions on

□ Offer tax incentives to promote agriculture

□ Not sure / no opinion

lots with permanent protection of open space

large agricultural lots

7) Land Use: Would you encourage or discourage the following residential land uses in King George County? Please explain any
specific concerns in the comment section. (Check one for each)
Allow with
Land Use / Types of Development
Encourage
Discourage
No Opinion
Restriction
Single family dwellings
Townhouses
Apartments / multi-family dwellings
Mixed use development with different housing types and uses
Mixed use buildings with both apartments and office/commercial
Attached accessory dwelling units (basement apartment, in-law
suites)
Detached accessory dwelling units (located in separate
outbuilding/garage)
Manufactured homes
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Comments:___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
8) Land Use: Would you encourage or discourage the following non-residential land uses in King George County? Please explain
any specific concerns in the comment section. (Check one for each)
Allow with
Land Use / Types of Development
Encourage
Discourage
No Opinion
Restriction
Short-term rentals (i.e., Airbnb)
Distilleries / Wineries
Agriculture
Commercial development – small (i.e., boutique retail store, local
restaurant, fitness studio)
Commercial development – large/box store (i.e., Target)
Office development
Auto-related uses (i.e., sales/service)
Hotels
Outdoor recreation / tourism – parks, camping, etc.
Industrial development
Community services – clinics, hospitals, social services, libraries, etc.
Home occupations without onsite customers/employees
Home occupations with onsite customers/employees
Solar facilities
Wind turbines
Event venues and assembly places in agricultural/open space areas
Agritourism
Comments:___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
9) Community Character: In your opinion, what three things contribute most to creating an inviting community? (Select up to 3)

□ High quality building materials and design
□ Trees and landscaping that provide shade and
color

□ Consistent or compatible architectural features
□ Consistent or compatible building scale, size, and
height

□ Lighting that ensures safety but prevents light
pollution

□ Reduced sign clutter
□ Convenient parking
□ Other: (Please Specify)

______________________________

10) Community Character: Would you agree or disagree with the following design statements? (Check one for each)
Design Standard
Agree
Disagree
Signs should be restricted in number, size, and type dependent upon the zoning district.
Landscaping should be provided along streets to improve community appearance.
Landscape buffers should be required between business, industrial or multi-family
developments and agricultural and residential property.
Tree canopy should be required for business and industrial developments to preserve
character and protect environmental resources.

No Opinion
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Design Standard
Tree canopy should be required for residential developments to preserve character and
protect environmental resources.
Dumpsters, loading areas, and electrical/mechanical equipment should be screened from offsite views.
Parking lots should have trees to provide shade and reduce stormwater runoff.
Parking lots should provide painted lines or other means to indicate individual spaces.
Parking lots should be paved or consist of a dustless permeable surface.
Certain developments (e.g., multifamily, shopping centers) should provide bicycle parking.
Fence height should be restricted in business and residential zoned districts.
Lighting height should be restricted in business and industrial zoned districts to prevent light
trespass and preserve dark skies.

Agree

Disagree

No Opinion

11) Overlays: A Military Overlay District can aid in protecting land nearby to military bases. An overlay would require additional
regulations, such as height limits for flight path protection, prohibiting uses that contribute to frequency interference, and
lighting restrictions to protect military flight operations. Would you support the establishment of a Military Overlay District
around the Dahlgren area?

□ Yes

□ No

□ Prefer not to answer

12) Family Subdivisions: Family Subdivisions loosen the County’s zoning and subdivision requirements to allow the transfer/division
of property among family members. Currently, the County does not require that a landowner own property for a certain
amount of time before subdividing a lot to a family member. The receiving family member of a subdivided lot must hold
ownership of the property for a minimum of five years prior to selling to a non-family member. Would you support increasing
these timeframes to help prevent circumvention of the subdivision requirements?

□ Yes

□ No

□ No opinion / Not sure

13) Are there any other topics that have not been addressed that you would like to identify, or do you have any general comments
or suggestions? If yes, please identify in the comments.

□ No
□ Yes:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
14) If you are a resident of King George County, how long have you lived in the County?

□ Under 5 years
□ 5 to 9 years

□ 10 to 19 years
□ 20 to 29 years

□ 30 or more years
□ I do not live in King
George County

15) Please provide your name and email address to stay up to date on the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance updates.
______________________________________________________________________________________
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GUIDE TO ZONING
What is Zoning?
Zoning is a tool that localities use to govern the physical development of land and the kinds of uses allowed on individual property. Zoning
may also regulate the dimensional requirements for lots, buildings, and structures; the density of development; and how development
relates to its surroundings, including other buildings, open spaces, and the street. Zoning is regulated under Virginia State Code §15.2,
Chapter 22, Article 7.

Zoning Text vs. Zoning Map

A zoning ordinance has two parts: Zoning Text and a map, known as the Official Zoning Map. The Zoning Text serves two important functions. First,
it explains the zoning rules that apply in each zoning district. These rules typically establish a list of land uses permitted in each district plus a series
of specific standards governing lot size, building height, and required yard and setback provisions. Second, the text sets forth a series of procedures
for administering and applying the zoning ordinance. The Official Zoning Map shows the location of the established zoning districts within a
community. Zoning districts are applied directly to parcels and are legally binding.

Typical Content of a Zoning Ordinance
Purpose & Authority
Administration
Permit & Application Procedures
Review Bodies Powers &
Procedures
Enforcement & Appeals
Zoning Districts
Establishment of Districts
Dimensional Standards
Allowable Uses (By-Right,
Conditional, Temporary, Accessory)
Design & Use Standards
Signs, Landscaping, Parking,
Utilities
Supplemental Standards for
Specific Uses
Non-conforming Uses
Definitions

Relationship to the Comprehensive Plan

The zoning ordinance is the primary tool through which a locality implements its
Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan is a high-level policy document that is used
as a decision-making guide for a locality. The plan contains a Future Land Use Map and
policies that show the desired, future location, character, type, and density of development
throughout a community. Zoning ordinances and development regulations directly
control the location, form, and character of private projects. When a development or
rezoning project comes before a locality’s decision making body they must ensure the
project meets the specific standards of the ordinance and the overarching vision of the
Comprehensive Plan. Zoning ordinances and development regulations should be
reviewed annually to ensure they achieve the goals of the plan and amended as necessary.

Comprehensive Plan
Future Land Use Map
Makes recommendations regarding physical, social,
and economic development.
Broad – dealing with concepts and policies.
Looks to the future.
A policy guide.

Zoning Ordinance
Official Zoning Map
Primarily regulates physical development.
Specific – dealing with individual parcels and projects.
Deals with development happening now.
Regulation.

Zoning Cannot

Zoning Can
Divide land into districts for different uses, such as industrial,
commercial, and residential.

Change or correct land use or buildings already in existence.

Regulate the size and type of building that can be constructed
in each district.

Assure that land uses will be permanent.

Require development standards, such as screening and setbacks,
to minimize impacts on adjacent property.
Protect sensitive resources from inconsistent or harmful use.
Enhance community character with signage, parking, and
landscaping standards.

Guarantee that development will take place.
Treat similar uses differently within a district.
Ensure property is maintained. (This is accomplished through other
means, such as Virginia Maintenance Code and Blight Abatement.)
Guide public or private investment in infrastructure.

Support affordable housing and economic development goals.
The Berkley Group | bgllc.net

GUIDE TO RURAL PRESERVATION
Why Protect Agricultural and Rural Lands?
Communities have a significant interest in ensuring sustainable, productive agricultural and forestal lands. Productive working lands provide our
nation’s food supply and contribute to many public benefits, including environmental quality, wildlife habitat, open space, and community character.
Yet, farm and forest lands face significant risk from development pressure, severe weather, and industry shifts.Virginia has one of the highest rates
of agricultural land conversion in the US. According to the American Farmland Trust, 340,000 acres of agricultural land in Virginia were converted
to urban/highly developed and low density residential land uses between 2001-20161.
1

https://farmlandinfo.org/statistics/virginia-statistics/

How can Localities Protect Agricultural and
Rural Lands?

Solutions for
Rural Preservation

Planning tools and policies, adopted by the governing body, can manage and
direct growth to help preserve the rural and agricultural character of
communities. Land use tools in the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning and
Subdivision Ordinances are critical for guiding growth and reducing land
division and development. Additional tools for farmland protection include
easements and conservation programs, preferential taxation, and farm link
programs.

Conservation
Easements
Land Use
Taxation
Farm Link
Programs
Land Use
Planning
Tools

Land Use Planning Tools For Rural Preservation

Comprehensive
Plan

Zoning
Ordinance

Subdivision
Ordinance

Comprehensive Plans set the stage for
regulations. Strategies that are included in a
Comprehensive Plan can be the first steps
in taking action for protecting farmland.

Zoning Ordinances are a place to supply
specific regulations that can prevent or
promote development in specific ways.
Regulatory measures used in zoning
ordinances to preserve or retain farmland
include district use limitations, density
allowances, and development standards.

The regulations of Subdivision Ordinances
vary from locality to locality, but the
purpose is to assure orderly division with
appropriate improvements.
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GUIDE TO RURAL PRESERVATION
Solutions for Rural Preservation Beyond Land Use Tools
Farm Link Programs

Conservation Easements
Virginia Code § 10.1-1009 allows any locality or land trust to purchase, or
accept donation of, development rights and hold a conservation easement for
periods of five years to perpetuity. Whether purchased or donated, the
landowner retains use of the land, and the easements and restrictions convey if
the property is sold.
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR):
A PDR is a conservation easement purchased by a willing buyer from a willing
seller (enabled under Virginia Code § 15.2-1800). Funding for PDR’s are
typically provided through a locality, state agencies such as DCR and USDA, and
regional agencies such as electric cooperatives and environmental councils.
Purchase price is established by appraisals or a local easement valuation system,
typically based on the difference between the value of the land as restricted
versus highest/best use. PDRs specific to agriculture are sometimes called
Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easements (PACE) and may consider soil
quality, threat of development, and future agricultural viability.
Donation of Development Rights:
Property owners may also voluntarily place an easement on their property,
without compensation. Some conservation easement donations can provide
the landowner with tax incentives and tax breaks.
Other Programs:
Additional conservation easement programs like Agriculture Conservation
Easement Program (ACEP), Agriculture Land Easements (ALE), Virginia
Outdoor Foundation (VOF), and Ducks Unlimited (DU) are available; each is
administered by different agencies or entities and have separate conditions and
types of protection.

Farm Link programs connect buyers with landowners who wish to
sell their property but want their land to stay in agriculture. In
Virginia, the Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services (VDACS) operates the program. Established by Virginia
Code § 3.2-202, the program features a database that connects
retiring farmers with emerging or expanding farmers who are
seeking new properties for production.

Land Use Taxation
Virginia Code § 58.1-3231 allows localities, by ordinance, to give
preferential tax treatment to agricultural and forest lands. A locality may
choose to tax the following land uses on use value, rather than market
value: agriculture, horticulture, forestal, and/or open space. Land Use
Taxation reduces the tax burden for farmers to help encourage the
economic viability of agriculture.
Taxpayers owning property that meets the qualifications may enter the
program under one or more land use categories. Taxpayers must
provide proof of the land status/eligibility and meet acreage
requirements. Agricultural and horticultural use assessment requires 5+
acres; forestal use assessment requires 20+ acres; and open space use
assessment is reserved for certain historical, recreational, or park land.

Solutions for Rural Preservation Through Land Use Tools
Subdivision Ordinance

Comprehensive Plan
The Comprehensive Plan is a long-range planning policy that guides a locality’s
development, zoning, and capital improvement decisions.The Comprehensive Plan
should identify the desired location, type, and intensity of development, including
areas where prime farmland and rural land uses will be preserved. The Plan can
identify appropriate areas for utility extensions to guide growth and provide
criteria for intensive land uses (e.g., solar), conservation easements, and transfer
of development rights programs. The Plan can also be used to evaluate and
prioritize other strategies in this guide.

Subdivision Ordinances ensure orderly division of land with
appropriate improvements. In rural areas, subdivision ordinances
typically include provisions for cluster development and family
divisions – which allow for deviations from traditional development
standards under specific circumstances.

Zoning Ordinance
Zoning Ordinances regulate the use and development of land.
Zoning requirements to preserve farmland and rural character
include district standards, use limitations, density allowances, and
design standards.

The Berkley Group | bgllc.net

GUIDE TO RURAL PRESERVATION
Zoning and Subdivision Tools for Rural Preservation
District Standards

Use and Performance Standards

District standards can be used to further farmland
and forest protection. The most common provisions
include minimum lot standards (size, width, frontage,
and building setbacks) and maximum lot coverage.

Restricting uses in agriculture or rural districts can help limit conversion of rural land to
nonagricultural uses. Agriculture districts should allow profitable agriculture operations, without
becoming a “catch-all” district for miscellaneous uses. Conditional use permits and/or
performance standards can be required for uses that would negatively impact rural character.
Standards can limit the size and extent of non-ag uses; require additional setbacks, screening, and
landscaping; and regulate lighting, noise, and signage – among other standards.

Large Lot Zoning:
Large lot agricultural zoning is commonly used to
protect farmland from conversion to residential and
commercial uses. Large lot zoning is simple to
administer and helps slow growth and protect rural
character. Minimum acreages vary by locality, often
dependent on development pressures and
community expectations. To be effective, research
shows a minimum of 20+ acres is needed. Smaller lot
sizes (5-10 acres) are more likely to yield low-density
residential estates versus productive farms.
Density Allowances:
Area-based allowances assign development rights
based on the size of the existing, or “parent,” tract.
Two types of area-based allowances are Fixed Area
and Sliding Scale.
• Fixed Area allowances set a specific number of
dwellings that are allowed based on the size of the
parent tract (e.g., one dwelling for every 25 acres of
the original tract).
• Sliding Scale allowances determine the number of
lots that may be subdivided from a parcel at a
variable rate based on the size of the parent tract. As
the size of a parcel increases, the number of
dwellings allowed in relation to the total farm area
decreases (e.g., a 10-acre parcel might be allowed
development rights or one dwelling unit, while a
40-acre farm might be allowed development rights
for three dwelling units).

Photo: Savills, USA

Cluster Development
Cluster development, or conservation development, is designed with smaller lot sizes, grouped
dwellings, and preserved open space. Rural character is maintained through buffers along property
lines and preserved open vistas.
Cluster development is a required provision, per Virginia Code § 15.2-2286.1, for localities with a
growth rate of 10%+ over the last ten years; all other localities may voluntarily include cluster
provisions. Localities may dictate minimum open space requirements by ordinance. In Virginia,
minimum open space is typically 40-70% of the total development. As an incentive, cluster
provisions may allow for greater density than allowed by-right for traditional development.

Traditional Subdivision

Density allowances are more effective in preserving
land for productive agriculture, while allowing
smaller lot sizes for residential development. They
also require additional administrative recordkeeping
to determine when landowners reach their limit of
permitted dwellings.

Cluster Subdivision

Drawings: Randall Arendt
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GUIDE TO RURAL PRESERVATION
Zoning and Subdivision Tools for Rural Preservation
Agricultural and Forestal Districts (AFDs)
Virginia Code § 15.2-4405 authorizes localities to create Agricultural and Forestal Districts (AFDs). AFDs are established at the request of a landowner and
require at least 200 acres of contiguous land. To establish an AFD, a locality’s ordinance must include provisions to create AFD’s, along with appointment of an
advisory committee. Following the advisory committee’s recommendation that the proposed district be created, the Planning Commission and local governing
body hold public hearings prior to providing final approval.
AFDs protect rural character as owners voluntarily agree to forgo non-agricultural or non-forestal development for a designated period, typically four to ten
years, in exchange for incentives including Land Use Taxation eligibility. So long as a parcel remains in an AFD, a governing body may require, as a condition to
creation of the district, that any parcel in that AFD will not be developed to any more intensive use, other than more intensive agricultural or forestal uses.

Photo: CreativeCommons, user: krnjn

Transfer of Development Rights
Under Virginia Code § 15.2-2316.1-2,Virginia localities may adopt
a Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) ordinance. TDRs are
voluntary programs that allow landowners to sell or transfer
development rights from one property to another. Development
rights are transferred from a sending parcel to a receiving parcel
– guiding growth to appropriate areas. While the seller of the
development rights still owns their land and can continue using it,
an easement is placed on the property that prevents further
development. Sending and receiving areas must be designated in
the Comprehensive Plan. A county and an adjacent city or town
may enter into an agreement to permit the county to designate
eligible receiving areas in the city or town.
Virginia Code does not dictate how development rights are
determined. Typically, the number of development rights eligible
for transfer is calculated based on the by-right density of the
sending property. Some localities also consider existing units on
receiving properties, floodplains, and previously transferred
rights, among other considerations that reduce the number of
total development rights.
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Sending Area

Receiving Area

KING GEORGE COUNTY
ZONING AND SUBDIVISION
ORDINANCE UPDATE

Zoning & Subdivision ordinances deﬁne how land is used, developed, and divided. They play a role in
what your neighborhood looks like, where businesses locate, and how natural features are protected. Public input helps ensure the ordinance revisions address resident concerns and expecta�ons.
King George County is at the beginning stages of updating the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances –
and would like to hear from residents about how to improve them. This is your opportunity to share
your input and ideas on the future growth and development in your community.
Your input is essential! See below for engagements opportunities.

ATTEND
Public Workshop
Workshop Option 1

Smoot Library
9533 Kings Highway
King George, VA
October 20 at 6:00 pm

Workshop Option 2

Mary Washington Campus Dahlgren
4224 University Drive
King George, VA
October 26 at 6:00 pm

RESPOND

CONTACT

Public Survey

Ques�ons

Open: October 1 - 31, 2021

Heather Hall

Online Survey:

surveymonkey.com/r/
KGC-Public-Survey

Paper surveys:

King George County Community
Development oﬃce
10459 Courthouse Drive
Suite 104
King George, VA

Director and Zoning Administrator
540-775-8550
heatherh@kinggeorge.state.va.us

Louis Pancotti

Senior Planner
540-775-8553
lpanco�@kinggeorge.state.va.us

